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Routing and Addressing Problems in Large
Metropolitan Scale Internetworks

Introduction

Internetworking is an area of research that concerns the connection of packet-
switching networks of different technologies. Much of the early work in this area
began about ten years ago on the ARPANET [Cerfl[Cerf-2]. The ARPANET
conversion into the ARPA-Internet was completed in January 1983. An internet is
constructed by connecting separate networks to one another via gateways
[Sunshine]. Gateways are responsible for transparent encapsulation of networks
and routing of packets that cross network boundaries.

The widespread geography of the ARPA-Internet was inherited from the
original ARPANET. Its nearly 125 gateways interconnect up to 350 nietworks, the
majority of which are local area networks. By comparison, a prototypical
metropolitan area is a square 400 by 400 blocks. If one assumes that each
neighborhood of four square blocks and each major office building may eventually
have its own local area network, then a metropolitan-scale internetwork must allow
the interconnection of 40,000 component networks and a national internetwork
must interconnect several million. A network of this scale will carry very heavy
traffic loads, which will place strong demands on any router to be fast and efficient.
Against this background, we discuss some problems and limitations in existing
internetwork design, and attempt to solve them by using a new form of address and a
flat routing mechanism called Cartesian routing.

The Problem of a Network-Centered Address

Most internetworks assume that their routing task is finished when a packet is
delivered to ay gateway of the destination network. The internet does not route to
a destination host, it routes to a destination network. The underlying assumption,
that a network contains the best path to eny of its hosts, has negative consequences.

Location Information and Poor Paths

An address is meant to describe a location. Internetwork addresses today
identify a network, not a location. ARPA and Xerox Internet addresses contain
implicit information about a location but no explicit information. From the address
alone, one cannot determine the distance to a destination or in which direction the

destination lies. When presented with a destination address in the ARPANET
network, the Internet routes toward the nearest operating gateway into the
ARPANET, not to the gateway nearest the destination host. If a network has
significant geographic spread, the routing algorithm can produce poor paths to the
destination.
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Fig. 1 Routing between networks

Figure 1 depicts what happens. Both the ARPANET and the MILNET are
distributed across a continent. Assume that host A in the MILNET wishes to
communicate with host B in the ARPANET. The ARPA-Internet routing algorithm
considers path length to be the number of gateways between the source and
destination networks. The true length of the path must measure the distance
crossed within each network. Since this is not done, the routing algorithm considers
both the dotted and dashed paths between A and B to have the same length. This
results in the needless routing of packets between two geographically close hosts,
back and forth across the continent.

Unnecessary Partitioning

If one assumes that a network contains the best path to any of its hosts, a
problem occurs when a destination network becomes internally partitioned. Assume
that host A wishes to communicate with host B and that both reside in YNET, which
becomes partitioned as in Figure 2. Host B may appear unreachable from A, even
though paths exist to it via other networks. Furthermore, any other host C will be
unable to communicate with B if its path approaches B from the wrong 'side' of
YNET. The internetwork has no knowledge of intranetwork topology and makes no
attempt to avoid the partitioned region of YNET.

XNET

GW GWS~~YNET;.

Fig. 2 A partitioned network

Host Mobility

The rapid expansion of cellular mobile telephones suggests that any pervasive
public network must efficiently allow host mobility. Mobility is already important
to certain business sectors; for example, delivery vans may contain display
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terminals. The network-centered form of address and routing algorithms in use
today, which route toward networks, do not allow mobility across network
boundaries. ARPA-Internet-style addresses strictly associate a host-ID with a
particular network. The host-ID is not unique across networks. If a host is allowed
to be completely mobile, this mobility unavoidably leads to confusion between the
host s identity and its current location, since a mobile host generally crosses network
boundaries as it moves. For the mobile host to function within the ARPA-Internet
addressing style, it would have to become a host of each network it entered,
changing its address as it moved. As a result, the DARPA research efforts in host
mobility have been restricted to the creation of protocols for specialized networks
that reside within the ARPA-Internet [Frank][Kahn]. This problem could be solved
by a different form of address, in which location and host identity are logically
separate.

Predictability of Service

Liternetworks such as the ARPA-Internet are formed from a collection of
cooperating, but often dissimilar, networks. Traffic from one network to another
must in general pass through other intermediary member networks. There is no
separate internetwork delivery system. However, using component networks as
intermediaries on the path from source to destination causes service to be
unpredictable. Topology changes cause packets to pass through differing sets of
networks. A user does not generally know through which networks his packets will
pass. Unless intranetwork loads, delays, and topology are measured as part of the
routing decision, a user may see his connection data rate vary wildly over time.

Other severe problems exist if commercial operation is considered. Since
packets may travel through different sets of networks during the life of a connection,
accurate billing is prohibitively complex. Additionally, since traffic is routed
through component networks, a customer may suddenly find his network used as a
path for substantial amounts of unsolicited traffic. The customer may be denied
necessary service on his own network. Both are intolerable situations.

This problem suggests that the internetwork should be based upon a two-tier
system. The top (or transport) tier delivers packets between source and destination
gateways. Its primary responsibility is data transport, and it acts as a common
carrier. Once injected into the transport tier, a packet does not leave until it is
either delivered to the destination gateway or discarded. Customer networks reside
in the bottom tier. While customer-specific network-to-network connections may
exist in the bottom tier, most long-haul communication would use the top tier. This
tier is homogeneous, predictable, and isolatable, and it can be separately
administered.

Protocol Design and Speed

Routers for a public network must be fast and inexpensive from a user's
viewpoint. Today's routers are slow and expensive. The internetwork protocols in
current use make speed difficult to achieve. Because the cost of communication is
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falling, faster non-local area communication linko are being employed. This is
already causing problems.

T1 circuits (U.S.A.), at 1.544 Mb/s, provide 27 times the data rate of the ARPA-
Internet's current 56 kb/s circuits. With an average packet length of less than 400
bits, one TI circuit can produce 7680 packets/second, a rate of 130 ps/packet. The
average number of memory cycles (instruction plus data) needed to process a packet
in ARPA-Internet gateways approaches 3000 for typical microprocessors [Chiappal]
A 200 ns average reference rate is 20 percent of the required speed for just one fully
utilized TI circuit, and a router must realistically Oeal with several such
simultaneously. This problem becomes very severe when considering emerging
fiber-optic technology. In some areas, T3 fiber circuits are already available,
running at 28 times the T1 rate.

Today's internetwork routers are based around minicomputer and
microprocessor technologies. Even Ti rates seem outside the capacity of
uniprocessors running today's protocols, and general-purpose parallel processors are
much too expensive. To overcome this barrier, future internet protocols must allow
routers to employ low-overhead, fast algorithms using specialized VLSI circuitry. A
single chip or small chip set capable of processing packets from a half-duplex link is
required. This solution eliminates algorithms which rely upon large routing tables
or substantial amounts of computation per packet.

The Problem of Routing

Routing is a central issue in the design of any large internetwork. Routing has
been approached as a graph theoretic question, and work in this area began at least
as early as the middle 1950's. Key works are Dijkstra's discussion of the shortest
path between two network nodes, calculated from the network distance matrix
[Dijkstra], and the distributed routing algorithm of Ford and Fulkerson [Ford].

Centralized Routing

When the routing decision is centralized, one supervisory site or routing
control center (RCC) determines the paths used from source to destination. This
implies that the RCC knows with good accuracy the internet topology at all times
and requires gateways to communicate changes in topology. In an internet with
thousands of member networks, the topology can be expected to change frequently.
This implies the following:

1. The algorithm that assigns routes must be run frequently, and the results
distributed. For a large network, best-path algorithms require several
seconds to execute.

2. Large amounts of traffic head to and from the RCC as gateways report
topology changes and the RCC provides routing updates.

3. The RCC is a critical failure point. Backup computers must be available
and strategies which determine which is the RCC must exist.

a [4]



In certain networks, such as TYMNET, each connection's route is
independently assigned by the RCC [Schwartz]. Predictably, the RCC becomes a
bottleneck as the network grows. Centralized mechanisms do not scale uniformly
and are wholly inadequate for large internets.

Distributed Routing

If routing decisions are distributed uniformly throughout the network, the
obvious bottlenecks of centralized routing are eliminated. An early example of
distributed routing was the original ARPA network routing algorithm [McQuillan].
The ARPA and Xerox Internetworks are the most prominent examples of this
strategy today [RFC 823][Xerox]. They use modified shortest-path routing,
producing a path between source and destination with the fewest gateway-to-
gateway transitions. Each gateway accurately determines the next gateway on the
shortest paths from itself to all member networks. The results are stored in a
routing table. This is not true shortest-path routing, since intranetwork topology is
not considered.

If the topology of the internet were unchanging, then gateway routing tables
could remain static. However, in any realistic internet, gateways and
communications links fail and networks may be added or removed. Since the
topology of the internet changes with time, the gateways must have an adaptive
mechanism for maintaining their routing tables. This is accomplished by
excbanging routing table updates between active gateways. In the ARPA-Internet,
adjacent topology changes are noticed within one minute [RFC 823]. In the Xerox
Internet, this period is 90 seconds [Xerox]. When changes are noticed, an update is
distributed to other concerned gateways. Distribution is event-driven in the ARPA-
Internet and time-driven in the Xerox Internet, where updates are propagated every
30 seconds.

For the ARPA-Internet, update size depends primarily upon the topology of the
network, as well as a number of other factors. However, for a large-scale internet,
these updates would become very large. Figure 3 illustrates this for an x,y-grid
topology. Assume that the link from node 1 to node 2 becomes inoperative. Both
node 1 and node 2 will build a routing update and send it to their active neighbors.
When an update is created, the gateway building the update creates an entry for any
network to which it is as close or closer than the gateway receiving the update
[RFC 823]. If gateway 2 is building art update to send to gateway 3, it must create
entries for all networks at or below its own level (as indicated by the bold dashed
lines). On the average, if there are N networks in the grid, the update will contain
N/2 entries. Each entry is at least a few octets long, so if N =40,000, an average
update will be over 60,000 octets long. The gateway update processing time is
considerable and is O(N log2(N)), for large N.

A gateway sends update messages to its neighbors if it receives from some
neighbor an update that is different than the one previously received from that
neighbor. Thus an update from a gateway may initiate a cascade of updates. The
shortest route from node 2 to node 1 is now longer, as is that from node 3 to node 1,
and so on. By symmetry, we see that all the nodes directly above node 2 and those
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Fig. 3 Portion of x,y grid network

below node 1 must eventually receive new and different routing updates. Node 2
must send updates to those gateways on either side of it, as eventually must node 3,
and so on. This results in an entire column of gateways receiving and generating
routing updates. That column will be at least 5 gateways in width, as indicated by
the dotted lines in Figure 3. As the internet grows, so does the frequency of updates,
their size, and their distribution pattern. These sources of overhead sharply limit
growth. This has led to some suggestions for decreasing the overhead.

Diminishing the Overhead ofRouting Updates

Update length grows because gateways maintain a routing table entry for each
active network. Since transmission time is only one portion of the overhead,
increasing the link data rate is not a solution. Decreasing the frequency of updating
slows response to topology changes and degrades performance. As an internet
grows, traffic increases, and topology changes occur more frequently. Reducing the
rate of updating as the internet grows is undesirable. An ideal mechanism would
greatly reduce both the length of an update and the amount of time required to
process it.

Routing by Destinction Gateway

An alternative to routing by network address is to route by destination
gateway address. This provides large improvements only if the ratio of gateways to
networks is much less than one. Ratios of one-half or one-quarter would provide only
a temporary improvement.

Two trends have emerged in network configuration. New organizations
connect a single local network via a new gateway, tending toward one gateway per
network. Older organizations connect new networks via an existing gateway,
resulting in 2, 3, or more networks per gateway. These trends suggest that this
method is impractical for update reduction, because the ratio of gateways to
networks for the ARPA-Internet is only about one-third. This trend is not likely to
change in a large internetwork.
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Hierarchic Distributed Routing

The Xerox and ARPA internetworks treat all networks equivalently. The
internetwork is a one-level addressing hierarchy above the member networks. This
is a degenerate case of a multi-level addressing hierarchy [McQuillan-2]. Under this
scheme, routing information improves as a packet approaches its destination.
Progressively less routing information is available as the destination becomes more
distant. This may result in great reductions of table storage and processing
overhead for a router, since it need only maintain detailed data for nearby networks.
Routers connected to local networks would be grouped into a cluster, clusters
grouped into larger clusters or super-clusters, which in turn would be grouped into
yet larger clusters.

The use of hierarchies to minimize overhead associated with routing table size
has been analyzed by Kamoun and Kleinrock [Kleinrock]. Routing table length at
the optimum is - e ln(N), where N is the number of networks. Each lowest level
cluster ideally contains between two and three networks. Since the update table size
grows as ln(N), the overhead due to transmission and processing of updates is kept
low. Although shorter paths may exist between two arbitrary nodes, Kleinrock and
Kamoun show that, as N grows large, the difference in path lengths between
hierarchic and true shortest-path routing schemes approaches zero. However, like
network-centered addressing, a cluster is assumed to contain the best path to any
node in that cluster. If a cluster becomes internally partitioned, then nodes in that
cluster become partitioned from the internetwork even when paths exist by routing
outside the cluster. This problem is aggravated by the smallness of the optimal
cluster size.

To minimize expected path length, the mechanism for choosing the cluster
boundaries and cluster heads (nodes in a cluster that exchange routing information
with neighboring clusters) should not be random. They should be chosen to
simultaneously minimize intercluster distance and intracluster distance between a
cluster head and the nodes within its cluster. The algorithm to do this optimally is
NP complete and exponential in N. Burchfiel, et al., have presented a distributed
heuristic approach to optimization, which is iterative and which converges
[Burchfiell. At each iteration, the algorithm requires each cluster head to receive
information from all other cluster heads. Although guaranteed to eventually
converge, convergence can be expected to take considerable time for a large internet
with thousands of clusters. It is not clear how to apply this in a rapidly growing,
dynamic network environment.

Limiting Update Propagation

Another tradeoff we might examine limits the extent to which routing update
messages propagate. This limits the increased update traffic resulting from internet
growth. Unfortunately, this approach introduces the risk of creating stable routing
loops. Consider a series of gateways Go, G 1, G2,..., Gn, where GI is one hop from
Go, G2 is two hops from Go and one hop from GI, etc. Assume that this series of
gateways forms the best path between two networks. Assume now that Gn loses
contact with the destination network. Under the current ARPA-Internet routing
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algorithm, all Go, G1, G2, ... , Gn would be informed shortly of that loss and would
recalculate their best path to that network. If routing updates propagated outward
from Gn1 only to Gi, then Gi- i wovlld continue to use the old path and route toward
Gi. If Gi utilized directly or indirectly any of G|- I, ... , Go as part of its new path to
the destination, a stable routing loop would exist.

From this argument, it is clear that updates must be allowed to propagate from
the source of the change to all concerned routers. It is also clear that temporary
routing loops may be created as updates propagate; hence the speed of propagation is
important. Temporary loops can be avoided by updating routing tables only after
changed link information has reached all concerned routers [Merlin]. Knowledge
that temporary loops are caused only by increasing link weights or link failures
allows further refinements to be made [Jaffe]. However, avoiding temporary loops
in this manner greatly adds to the complexity of the overall routing algorithms.

In an internet of unconstrained paths and topology, updated routing
information must propagate throughout all gateways to guarantee avoidance of
stable routing loops. In this sense, all updating mechanisms that avoid stable loops
are equivalent. To limit piopagation of routing updates, some constraints must be
placed upon allowable paths, internet topology, or both.
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Cartesian Routing

We wish to develop an internetwork routing algorithm to solve the following
problems:

1. Overhead that increases with size and thus limits expansion.

2. An inability to allow mobile hosts free movement throughout the
internetwork.

3. Routing and packet processing requiring large tables or substantial
computation per packet.

While these problems should be overcome, any new algorithm should preserve the
desirable attributes of current algorithms: robustness in the presence of link and
router failures, and the use of short paths.

In designing the routing algorithm, we have adopted the following
philosophical position: Customers are best served by a network that provides the
fastest and most economical transport. Where practical, other issues are
subordinated to speed of transport. We desire fast, simple, and inexpensive routers.

In deciding whether or not to accept a new connection, virtual circuit routers
negotiate with one another hop-by-hop. Virtual circuit routing has the great
advantage of flow control, but its process of negotiation dramatically increases the
software complexity of the routing procedure, and lengthens the period of connection
initiation. Our requirement for simplicity rules out the use of virtual circuit
routing. Therefore we shall adopt datagram routing.

We know from experience that the strategy of routing toward destination
networks instead of destination locations inhibits the movement of mobile hosts.
One of our principal goals in designing a new routing algorithm is to allow hosts to
move freely, even across network boundaries. If we are to provide this kind of
mobility, we must avoid the use of network-centered addresses. We require an
address to specify a host's current location. (The address must also contain its
identity, but the contents of the identity field are not of concern here.)

Shortest-path routing requires all gateways to have current knowledge of
internetwurk topology, implying the distribution of routing updates. This raises
questions of scale. It is not yet clear how to adapt hierarchic shortest-path routing to
a large and dynamically changing internetwork. However, it is clear that global
distribution of updates greatly adds to router complexity; and for that reason, we
wish to avoid shortest-path routing strategies. In abandoning shortest-path routing,
we expect to trade some robustness for decreased overhead.

We associate a unique ordered Cartesian location with each gateway. We call
routing based upon this type of address Cartesian routing. A Cartesian address is a
two-tuple: <location, id>. The location element represents a position. Any
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coordinate system by which a metric distance can be calculated between two
locations is sufficient. Latitude and longitude are most obvious. Hierarchic cedes by
which distance can be inferred via lookup are also permissible, We assume for the
balance of this report that location is a two-tuple of <latitude, longitude>. A
Cartesian address thus becomes < « latitude, longitude>, id>. The id is a local
name, which varies from network to network. The id must be unique across the
entire internetwork. Host mobility requires this; otherwise, two hosts with the same
id could share the same location, and ambiguity would result.

Cartesian addresses make possible accurate billing. The use made by a
customer of the transport tier is directly related to the amount of data transferred,
multiplied by the distance that data is transported. The relevant information is
immediately obtainable from each data packet. The addition of host mobility
(discussed later) in no way complicates this.

We assume the presence of duplicate detection and retransmission in the
connection protocol layers supported by the internet. A realistic model must also
assume variance in topography, population, and service requirements (for example,
irregularities caused by rivers and hills). First considered is routing in the absence
of such irregularities.

Regularity of Interconnection

We assume the connection pattern between nodes is Cartesian regular in the
following sense: Given any node (xd, Yd) and any other node (xs, Ys), an immediate
neighbor of(xs, ys) exists, (xi, yi), which is closer to (xd, Yd). There are many patterns
regularly interconnected in the sense used here, most obviously an xy mesh or grid
pattern. We define progress of a packet from gateway (Xs, ys) toward the destination
gateway (xd, Yd), as forwarding through any directly connected intermediate
gateway (xi, yi) for which the distance (xi, yi) to (xd, Yd)] is less than the distance
[(xs, Ys) to (xd, Yd)].

Pure Cartesian regularity is too restrictive. Within one hop of any node must
be a neighbor closer to the destination. We define a hierarchy of successively less
restrictive connection patterns. A network is said to be n-hop Cartesian regular if
for any node (xd, Yd) and any other node (xs, Ys), some other node (xi, yi) exists within
n hops of (xs, ys), which is closer to (xd, Yd). Progress is now redefined as forwarding
through any path from (xs, ys), of hop-count less than or equal to n, to a node (xi, yi),
for which the distance [(xi, Y) to (xd, Yd)] is less than the distance [(xs, ys) to (Xd, Yd)].

This definition suggests the following decentralized routing algorithm. If a
network is n-hop Cartesian regular, a path between any two nodes can be found by
proceeding initially as if it were 1-hop regular. When some node is reached for which
no immediate neighbor is closer to the destination, a search of no farther than (n - 1)
hops will find a node that has a neighbor that makes progress. Successive
reapplicaticn y:'elds a path between source and destination. It is intuitively clear
that any route composed of segments, each of which makes progress, cannot form a
loop.

(101
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Response to Outages

Consider a router that encounters an outage on a path to the destination.
Whatever the outage pattern, one can speak of its diameter measured in hops,
Define the outage diameter to be the number of hops needed, from the point of
encountering the outage, before progress is made toward the destination. In Figure
4, the dashed paths represent inoperative links. Figure 4a contains an outage
pattern of diameter four. If the outage is encountered at router one, the shortest
path (by hop count) that makes further progress toward the destination d (i.e., gets
closer to d than node one) is [1-2-.3-'4-'d]. In Figure 4b, from router one the outage
diameter is five, via the path [1-2-3-4-5-6].

4
-. I1 • 1. . .I . . . ._ 0 .- ..d-T - .. ..di i

2/ \
3 2

!JI

6 •

Fig. 4a Outage patterns Fig, 4b

A router that detects an outage or topological problem has no active link
leading closer to the destination. Without knowledge of overall network topology,
what approach can be used to route around most outage patterns? It is clear that an
outage pattern of diameter two can be routed around if the remaining active
neighbor routers receive copies of the packet. By definition, at least one of them will
have a neighbor closer to the destination. This suggests that the router detecting
the outage should initiate flooding, with distance restricted to one hop from the
initiating router. Building upon this idea, an outage of diameter three can be routed
around by the initiator limiting the flooding to two hops, and so on.

A priori, an outage's diameter is unknown. In general, the cost of flooding is
exponential by hop-count. To be practical, the flooding limit should be small.
However, there is a relationship between robustness, network topology, and the
flooding limit. For a given topology and probability of outage, a flooding limit may
be found that achieves a desired degree of robustness (an example is presented
later). This limit is bounded from below by the Cartesian regularity of the network
in a node's vicinity. Realistically, if the vicinity is n-hop regular, the flooding limit
must be at least (n - 1).

A Sketch of a Limited Flooding Procedure

An initiating router adds to the packet header a Flooding Flag, indicating
special action to be taken upon receipt by a nearby router, a Flooding Limit Field
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initialized to some limit n, and its own router address. It also places the distance
between itself and the destination into a Progress Limit Field. The initiating router
then sends copies to its neighbors. Upon receipt, a neighboring router determines
whether or not it has active neighbors closer to the destination by examining the
progress limit field. If it does, that router terminates the flooding procedure. A
terminating router removes the flooding information from the packet and then
forwards it. Otherwise, a router decrements the limit field. If the result is zero, the
packet is dropped; if the result is positive, the modified packet is sent to all
neighboring routers except the one from which the packet was received. The work of
discovering an alternate route successfully concludes when a terminating router
receives a flooding packet.

If the flooding packet keeps a trace of the routers transited until reaching the
terminator, then a reverse path exists from the terminator to the initiator. The
flooding packet header additionally includes an (n + 1) location Flooding Router List.
Each non-terminating router appends its address to the list. The packet is
forwarded to a neighboring router if the flooding limit field is positive and the
neighboring router's id is not already in the list. A terminating router forwards the
original packet. It also includes the address of the neighbor to which it forwarded
the packet in the flooding router list and sends a Flooding Reply Packet back to the
initiator by means of source routing using the flooding router list that accompanied
the packet. It also places in this packet the distance between the neighbor to which
it forwarded the packet and the destination.

Upon receipt of a flooding reply, the initiating router creates an Outage Table
entry. That entry associates an alternate source route with a destination address.
Each time a router discovers an ouitage, the table is consulted. If an alternate source
route exists, it is used. Otherwise, the limited flooding procedure is initiated. If an
outage occurs in a source route, then the initiator must be informed by the source
route router that detected the outage. This signals the initiator both that the outage
table source route is bad and that it should start a limited flooding procedure for that
destination.

Possible Problems

Responses 'to the flooding procedure may or may not arrive back at the
initiator. The initiator must define a Flooding Timeout interval, which begins when
limited flooding starts. If no replies have been received at the interval's expiration,
it is assumed that no replies will be received. This timeout interval should be much
less than any high level end-to-end connection timeout interval.

If the flooding procedure does not successfuily terminate, the router assumes
the destination to be unreachable. If it is successful, then at least one flooding reply
packet is generated. That packet is either received by the initiator or it is not
received. If it is received, an outage table entry is made. If it is not received, the
limited flooding procedure is reinitiated upon receipt of another packet for the same
destination. We assume that a flooding reply eventually reaches the initiator if the
outage is of diameter less than or equal to n + 1. if the outage is greater than n + 1,
we assume that higher level end-to-end functions inform a user of connection failure.
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After limited flooding is initiated, a set of replies may arrive within the
timeout interval. When the first reply is received, the source route it contains for
the packet's destination is immediately entered into the initiating node's routing
table. If more than one reply !s received, which is best? This cannot be answered
without complete topological knowledge, which is unavailable. Simulation suggests
choosing the reply containing the source route that makes the closest approach to
the destination. In the event that more than one reply makes 9 closest approach,
choosing the reply with the fewest hops is reasonable.

We need not wait until the timeout interval has expired to make the choice.
The best choice can be made incrementally, as flooding replies arrive. Candidate
replies may arrive after the interval has expired. It is possible to choose one of these
es long as at least one reply has arrived prior to the interval's expiration.

Routers may discover that an outage has been fixed. This may be due to the
addition of a link, the return of a gateway to service, or the repair of a link. When
this occurs, routers adjacent to the repaired outage consult their outage tables for
any entries for which progress can now be made without the necessity of using a
source route. Such entries may be removed from the table.

One element remains to be considered: an outage occurring on a source-routed
path. A router receiving a source-routed packet has no choice picking the outgoing
link. If that link goes down, the source route is inoperative. This situation is
discovered when a router that is an intermediary in a source route receives a source-
routed packet directing it to use an inoperable link. The intermediate router's
response is to discard the packet and generate a Source Route Outage packet, using
the original source route to construct a path back to the initiator. Upon receipt of
such a packet, the initiator removes any entries that use the same inoperative path
segment from its outage table. Subsequent packets for the same destinations will
trigger limited flooding to find another path.

The flooding procedure as defined rapidly propagates a data packet. The data
packet travels with the flooding request and is forwarded by all routers that
successfully terminate the flooding procedure. As a result, multiple copies may
arrive at the destination. An alternative procedure could be developed that holds
the data packet until a flooding reply is received, and then forwards the data packet.
This procedure avoids duplicate transmission but slows that packet's delivery.

Some Practical Observations

The suni of the routing and outage table lengths is bounded by N, the number
of hosts. This is a severe drawback, but it can occur only in peculiar network
topologies. In practice, the outage table length would be much smaller. However,
practical mechanisms for achieving table lengths bound by a small integer are
possible.

Outages due to topological irregularities are indistinguishable from those
caused by a failed link. If a router wishes to send in a particular direction and
cannot because there are no active links in that direction, it does not matter whether
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this is because links are down or because no links are laid in that direction.
Topological irregularities are often large. A lake, river, or hill may not have
network links crossing it. If these irregularities are larger than the practical limit
to flooding, paths will not be found between source and destination. This suggests
the periodic positioning of links of much longer point-to-point distance. These links
would form a coarser mesh over the internet and could be expected to route around
outage patterns of large diameter.

Large networks tend toward regularity of connection. Regular networks are
simpler to maintain and to administer. However, in any large regular network the
end-to-end hop count grows large (in a 200-by-200 xy-grid the greatest shortest-path
length is 398 hops). Each router-to-router transition causes a delay. That delay may
be small, but for a large number of transitions the end-to-end delay becomes
substantial. This is an issue regardless of which routing algorithm is chosen. It also
suggests that some routers should have links of much greater point-to-point
distance.

For example, overlaying the lowest level (0) grid with another level (1) grid
covering %/200= 14 average level (0) hops would exponentially reduce hop-count
from 398 to -56 hops (see Appendix). This solution produces a multi-level hierarchy
organized by point-to-point link distance, with most routers linked only to a few
immediate neighbors. A fraction of these possess additional links to routers quite
some distance away. A fraction of those possess links to routers still farther away.
The neighborhood routers comprise the lowest level, level (0), in a hierarchy. Above
that are the level (1) gateways, above them the level (2) gateways, and so on.

A typical shortest-path algorithm will choose the path with the fewest hops.
Cartesian routing by itself would not. Assume that each level (i) node knows
shortest-path segments to neighboring level (i + 1) nodes. There exists a distance for
any node in level (i) beyond which a path to the destination with fewer hops is
typically found by employing level (i + 1) links for the majority of distance traversed.
An overall exponential reduction in path length may be obtained by modifying the
Cartesian routing decision to route up-level when the destination is farther than
this limiting distance. This now implies that the routing tables in level (0) are
bound by the number of hosts within the region circumscribed by the up-level
limiting distance.

Routing Polygon

The Outage Table stores source routes which allow progress to be made toward
destinations for which an outage exists. Until now, this table was treated as a vector
indexed by destination location. That is sufficient to allow correct operation of the
routing algorithm, but table size is bounded only by the number of distinct
destinations within the radius set by the up-level limiting distance. In most
circumstances a much tighter bound can be obtained.

An outage table entry contains a source route to another routing node. That
node is a neighbor no farther than (n + 1) hops distant, where n is the flooding limit.
It is closer not only to the single destination which provoked the outage, but also to a
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set of destinations. In Figure 5b, two routers A and B are connected by a path of one
or more hops. The virtual link between the routers is represented as a straight line
from A to B. By bisecting that line, two half-planes are defined. A can make
progress to any destination in B's half-plane by forwarding to B.

If A is in the interior of a network which is n-hop regular, then there exist
routers no farther than n-hops distant which allow A to enclose itself in a polygon
formed from the intersection of the lines defining such half-planes. Under this
condition, A can guarantee progress toward any destination located outside the
polygon. In general, there are many such polygons, and the polygon with minimal
area guarantees progress to the greatest number of potential destinations. By
implication, the smallest routing table which defines a polygon has three entries
describing a triangle. In Figure 5a, A is not directly connected to C. To complete the
routing polygon, a two-hop source route [A-'B-C] is added. From the standpoint of
limited flooding, any node in the routing table is considered a neighbor. Thus C is
considered a neighbor of A.

B It1 AIl
I I

I U

/ D

A Routing Table for A

Node Source Route " B

C i I D D
B B
C B,C

Fig. 5a Fig. 5b

The polygon is built iteratively at router start-up, beginning with active
immediate neighbors. Whether the polygon is closed is determined by summing the
interior angles formed with A at the apex to the nodes in the routing table. In the
example, initially only DXB exists, which sums to - 1800. This indicates that the
polygon is not closed. To close it, A begins a limited flooding search for a
hypothetical destination V, located within the region bounded by the exterior angle
B.4D. (Since V is hypothetical, the flooding packet contains no data portion.
Assume that a flooding terminator discards such packets after creating the flooding
reply.) Assume as a result the source route [A-IB--C] is returned. The interior
angles DX B, B4 C sum to >180°, closing the polygon. It is not always possible to
close a routing polygon around a node. If a path to any node in the routing table
becomes inoperative, then an attempt should be made to reclose the polygon.

If for a given location no closer entry is found in the routing table, then an
outage is detected. This implies either that the routing polygon is not closed, or that
the location lies within the polygon. This event triggers a limited flooding search.
Assume the flooding limit is n. Any node in the routing table is considered a
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neighbor. Thus a search limited to (n-1) hops proceeds from the nodes associated
with each face of the routing polygon. Assume that this flooding meets with success.
From the flooding replies, at least one reply is placed into the routing table. This
adds a face to the polygon and decreases its area. If no successful reply is received,
that destination is added to the outage table.

Packets for a destination in the outage table may be routed up-level in the
hierarchy as a further attempt to avoid the outage. A higher level in the hierarchy
presumably has a greater average point-to-point link distance and may be able to
route around outages of large diameter. However, if the polygon is closed, the
destination lies within the polygon; and for reasonable values of n and realistic local
topologies, this step may be omitted.

The outage table now contains only entries for destinations which are closer
than the up-level limiting distance and within a localized area of the network which
is not n-hop regular. This is a tightly bounded region. Such a population is
practically restricted, keeping the outage table small. The routing table need
contain only as many entries as are necessary to close the routing polygon. This is
the number of faces F. Similarly limited is the choice of source route to nodes for
destinations farther than the up-level limiting distance.

Cartesian Routing: Pros and Cons

Typical characteristics of Cartesian routing may now be summarized. Because
Cartesian routing scales indefinitely, it is appropriate for very large-scale
application. It is very simple to implement and completely loop-free. It is also
robust. For a given flooding limit n, all outage patterns : n + 1 in diameter are
avoidable. Little state information is kept. The routing decision speed is O(F),
where normally F• 5. The response time to a change in topology due to a link
failure is O(n). Storage costs are O(nF), since the source routes associated with each
face of the routing polygon are bound by the flooding limit. The additional storage
for routes to a higher level of a routing hierarchy (if they exist) does not alter the
order. Cartesian routing allows nearly transparent inclusion of host mobility. It is
also resistant to forms of attack that involve the supply and distribution of incorrect
routing data. Some shortest-path algorithms are susceptible to this attack, which
can shut down or partition their networks.

Cartesian routing does have drawbacks. It is not a shortest-path algorithm;
shorter paths between the source and destination may exist, whether 'shorter' is
defined to be fewer hops, less distance traversed, or lower delay. It is not as robust as
shortest-path routing. If the outage diameter has size > n + 1, then a path will not
be found. Cartesian routing is not 'fail-safe' as is shortest-path routing, although
reliability may be extended almost arbitrarily by increasing n. However, true
shortest-path algorithms do not possess desirable scaling properties and cannot be
used in a large internetwork. Modified hierarchic shortest-path algorithms do
possess desired scaling attributes, but they assume that a cluster or network
contains the best paths to any nodes within it. Thus a destination cluster can
become partitioned when the vicinity is 2-hop regular. Robustness comparisons
between Cartesian and modified shortest-path algorithms are therefore difficult.
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Cartesian routing does not use shortest paths; although, with proper network
design, it allows exponential reductions in path length to be achieved for 'long-
distance' connections. Perhaps the largest drawback of Cartesian routing is its
inability to respond to varying delays. However, a simple congestion control
mechanism does exist. It uses a variant of limited flooding and adjusts to varying
delay when that delay is due to congestion. Congestion control is described in a later
section of the report.

Improving a Routing Polygon

Links added to a network due to expansion or repair may allow nearby routing
nodes to close routing polygons or to decrease their area. The nodes at either end of a
new or repaired link could use limited flooding to inform all nodes within the
flooding limit of the link's existence. Consider routing nodes A aud B. B reports a
new or repaired link. As a result, A receives a flooding packet containing a source
route from B to A. If the bisecting line between A and B cuts A's routing polygon,
then inclusion of a source route to B in A's routing table produces a new polygon of
reduced area. An alternative to this procedure would periodically remove any of A's
routing table entries more than one hop distant, eventually forcing limited flooding
by A to establish a new polygon. The former mechanism produces more rapid
response while not interrupting service.

There are trade-offs between diminishing the area of a polygon and increasing
path length. Assume that A has a closed routing polygon and receives a source route
to B that allows it to decrease its polygonal area. Assume also that the decrease in
area is small. If the route to B has a larger hop-count than those to the nodes
associated with the faces of the polygon cut when including B, then adding B is
normally not necessary. If it becomes necessary, limited flooding from A could
rediscover it.

Maintaining Contact with Up-Level Routers

Routers are responsible for maintaining active source routes to nearby routers
one level above. At initialization the addresses of nearby up-level routers should be
known. Initial routes can be determined statically or dynamically. If a source route
becomes unusable, a source route to another up-level router is utilized, while at the
same time limited flooding is initiated to reestablish a source route to the previous
up-level router. Each level (i) router should keep source routes to at least two
level (i + 1) routers.

Determining the Flooding Diameter Limit

Assume that network topology is uniform and known with a good degree of
accuracy. Assume also that routing node or individual link failures are independent
events. We may then determine the limit for flooding, n, which achieves desired
robustness.

Consider a network with an x,y-grid topology, as in Figure 6. If the probability
of a routing node failing is <0.001, the probability of three colinear failures is
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Fig. 6 Determining the flooding limit

< 1.010-9. In this topology limited to three failures, a diagonal failure creates the
largest diameter outage: five hops. Thus a flooding limit of n =4 is able to find a
route around all outages of probability Z 1.0" 10-9.

Limits for Static Mixed Topologies

In the previous example, the network assumed a uniform x,y-grid topology with
an average connectivity of four. In practice, however, the requirement of a uniform
topology is unreasonable. In most cases, a network will have regions of differing
connectivity, perhaps caused by topographic irregularities, where routing nodes are
connected to fewer or more neighbors than the average. Under these circumstances,
the calculation above must be carried out independently for each such region. The
routing nodes in these regions would have flooding limits tailored to their particular
topology, each ensuring the desired level of robustness.

Limits for Non-Static Topologies

Consider a network of unknown or rapidly changing topology. The methods
discussed above are insufficient in this case. We appeal to the definitio.i of
regularity. Given any topology and the occurrence of an outagc, the probability of
an outage pattern of diameter n is greater than the probability of an outage of
diameter (n + 1). This is true because at least one more routing node or link must be
inoperative to increase the outage diameter by one hop (assuming routing node or
link failures are independent events). Thus robustness can be increased for any
topology by increasing the flooding limit. What that level should be requires careful
judgment. There is a tradeoff of performance against the increased routing overhead
necessary to assure the desired robustness.

Varying Limits for Differing Traffic Categories

Because the cost of limited flooding rises with the flooding limit n, it is not
reasonable to set n arbitrarily high. The network designer should determine an
acceptable level of robustness for normal traffic and set the default n accordingly.
However, the use of a default does not mean that all traffic must restrict its flooding
limit to n. Network traffic may occur in well-defined categories of increasing
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importance. If we assume that the network should try harder when delivering more
important traffic, it is reasonable to increase the flooding limit when traffic is more
important. An example would be unmarked traffic versus traffic marked urgent.
Traffic marked urgent would have a higher flooding limit.

Flooding Limits and Broken Connections

The network designer may include a facility that allows either end of a
connection to vary the default flooding limits along the connection path. A host at
either end of a connection can receive a variety of replies indicating that the
connection is no longer open, or the initiator may discover that it cannot be opened.
One of these replies indicates that the destination is unreachable due to an outage on
the path. The host receiving this reply may try to continue the connection or reopen
it, with a larger limit for use with limited flooding. Under some circumstances this
would allow a connection to be reestablished or opened when this would otherwise
not be possible.

Position Error

To what extent does an error in claimed position cause incorrect forwarding of
a packet? One serious error would be a stable routing loop, caused by routing nodes
whose addresses reported incorrect locations. Assume that a routing node has an
incorrect address location but aside from this follows Cartesian routing rules (see
Figure 7). If routing node A has incorrect location information, it creates a virtual
node Av, which appears to its neighbors as if it is in a location it does not occupy.

B

c D

A,,

F E

Fig. 7 Position error

If node C receives a packet for D, instead of sending it to B it will send the
packet to A, whose virtual location Av appears closer to D than B's location. This
will not necessarily partition D from the network. Upon receipt of a packet for I),
node A may or may not be able to forward the packet. Can a topology be constructed
in which a stable routing loop is created?

A stable routing loop can only be created if a routing decision results in a
packet's not making progress, if the packet is routed 'away' from the destination. If
A claims its address is Av, then node C sends a packet destined for D to A rather
than to B, because distance ID-Avl<ID-BI. Upon receiving the packet, A uses Av
in its distance calculations to determine to whom it should forward the packet. A
cannot send it to B because ID-Avl ID-BI. Routing loops are avoided because A
must still meet the progress criteria before forwarding a packet. By inductive
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argument, a chain of routing nodes, each reporting an incorrect location, will
attempt to move a packet closer to its destination. At some point in the chain either
the destination is reached, or a routing node which reports correct location is
reached. In the latter case, either the packet can make progress, or a topological
outage is detected.

Internetwork Reliability in the Presence of Incorrect Routing Information

Shortest-path routing algorithms achieve their behavior by allowing changes
in topological information to quickly propagate throughout the entire internetwork.
While this is a strength of shortest-path algorithms it may also expose the network
to disastrous failure caused by the propagation of incorrect routing data or the
excessive propagation of updates. There are several possible causes of this: (1)
software error, (2) hardware error, or (3) deliberate supply of incorrect routing data.

Such a runaway event occurred in the ARPANET on October 27, 1980 [RFC
789]. As a result of a hardware error at just one site, the entire network became
unusable for a period of several hours. It is important to realize that this occurred
even though the other routers wcre operating correctly. The probability of such an
event can be kept low through the careful cooperative design of router hardware and
software, but it cannot be made zero. In a large commercial or military network,
where the possibility of deliberate attack arises, the probability of such an event can
rise dramatically.

In a Cartesian internetwork, routers do not propagate routing information
throughout the entire internetwork. The Cartesian routing algorithm is also more
resistant to deliberate attack than are some shortest-path algorithms. An error in
claimed location can result in localized topological outages, where otherwise none
would appear. The dispersal limit of incorrect routing information is controlled by
the flooding limit. It is easy to place an upper limit on this so that any router
encountering a packet with an excessive flooding limit or source route discards that
packet. It would normally require the cooperation of many nodes simultaneously for
a Cartesian network to become badly partitioned in this manner.

One may conclude, therefore, that Cartesian routing is relatively secure in the
presence of incorrdct routing data. This has important implications for any large-
scale commercial application where customers connect to the internetwork with
routers of diverse hardware and software implementations. The failure of an
individual router's hardware or software cannot be allowed to halt the entire
internetwork. Furthermore, the probability of such an event increases with both the
internetwork size and the passage of time. Deliberate supply of incorrect routing
data is more than a remote possibility in both large-scale commercial and military
applications. The ability of Cartesian routing to resist such an attack is an
important feature.
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Heuristic Modifications

A number of heuristic modifications may be to the basic Cartesian routing
procedures performed by a routing node. These heuristics improve some aspects of
performance while retaining the limits on overhead already discussed.

Modifications to Limited Flooding

Building a routing polygon around a node creates a routing table that maps
locations to source route segments that reach them. As in Figure 5, the source route
segments may have length > 1. The table for node A has the segment {B,C} for
location C. We now modify the behavior of a node receiving a limited flooding
packet.

Assume that node A has received a flooding packet and that A has no active
neighbor which makes progress to the destination. If the flooding limit field is
positive after being decremented, then under the original procedure A would
forward copies of the flooding packet to its immediate neighbors after adding its
address to the flooding router list. We can substantially strengthen the geographic
coverage of limited flooding in some cases.

In Figure 5, A has an entry in its routing table for a remote neighbor C,
accessed via the path [A-'B-'C]. C lies in a direction A cannot reach in one hop. We
modify the flooding procedure and allow nodes such as A to forward flooding packets
to all entries in their routing tables. In order to forward to C, node A would add the
addresses A and B to the flooding router list and then utilize source routing to send
the flooding packet to node C. Upon receipt, C would receive a flooding packet as if
it were an immediate neighbor of A, but the routing list would take note of the extra
hops used. A would not decrement the flooding limit field again, even though C is
more than one hop distant.

The flooding router list would no longer be limited to n + 1 locations, where n is
the flooding limit; neither would the entries in a routing table, since they store
results returned from a flooding procedure. Since this list could grow large in
pathological cases, a limiting mechanism must exist. An implied limit is provided in
the flooding packet by the number of locations available in the flooding router list.
An additional restriction can be added as follows. If forwarding a flooding packet to
a node (and thus adding an address to the router list) would exceed the flooding
router list's maximum length, then the packet would not be forwarded to that node.
This restriction allows an initiating node to control both the size of flooding replies
and, by implication, its routing table entries.

A further refinement can be made, to extend the diameter of a search beyond
the stated flooding limit under controlled circumstances. In Figure 8, xl attempts to
reach xd by initiating a limited flooding procedure. If it sets the flooding limit less
than (n - 1), no flooding packet from xi will reach Xn. As a result, Xd will be
unreachable from xj. However, all nodes x4, x5, ... , Xn do make progress toward xd.
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Ideally, flooding should be allowed to propagate beyond the flooding limit in
such cases. Without complete topological knowledge, this is not generally possible,
and the flooding limit is necessary to control the exponential cost of flooding.
However, a compromise can be reached. In Figure 8, assume that the flooding limit
n-=3; then node X4 will receive a flooding packet. If nodes that receive flooding
packets decrement the flooding limit field only if the prospective next hop
destination is farther from the destination than they are, X4 would not forward the
flooding packet to node yl, thus significantly trimming the search tree. But x4
would forward the packet to x5; then by induction (assuming the routing list length
limit is not reached), Xd will be reached.

With this heuristic, the flooding router list can again become large. It is
restricted in the same manner as before. This heuristic predicts that paths tending
toward the destination are more likely to reach it than those tending away. While
this is not always true, in a densely connected network it should be true often
enough to justify the heuristic.

Xdx 5  x4  Y
Xd ,- n . .. .---

Xl X2  X3

Fig. 8 Topology illustrating flooding heuristics

Partial Elimination of Route Retracing

Consider the situation in Figure 8. Assume that the network is n-hop
Cartesian regular. Upon receiving a packet for xd, node xi will request limited
flooding to construct a source route {Xl, x2, ... , xt}, tsn. Node xl will use this
procedure when routing packets toward xd in the future. Assume that a flooding
reply is received. The flooding reply packet is seen by x2 on its way back to xl.
Under normal circumstances, the routing table for x2 implies xj as the initial hop for
a packet destined for xd. If x2 examines the flooding reply, it can deduce that the
subset of destinations fcr which xt is closer than xl will be rerouted by xl back to x2
as directed by the source route in the flooding reply. In this situation, x2 may safely
assume that the source route {x2, x3, ... , xt} is a better path to xd and enter that route
in its routing table. Note that it does not remove any routing entry.

Once the entry is placed into x2's table, subsequent packets sent to xd follow a
path two hops shorter than they otherwise would. The partial path x2--+xl"x2,
which retraces itself, is eliminated. We extend this idea as follows. Consider a
series of nodes {x2, X3, ... , xt}, and a node xi, 2 s i < t, for whom the routing decision for
destination xt is xi - 1. Upon receiving a flooding reply packet with source route
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{..., xI- 1, xi, xi+ I, ... , xt}, xi may safely assume the source route {xi, xi+ ,..., xt} is a
better path and place that route in its routing table.

Node xi-I is a cul-de-sac from the point of view of xi and the subset of
destinations for which xt makes progress. If xi chooses the entry in its routing table
which makes the most progress toward xd, then this procedure removes a routing
cul-de-sac of length t<n, where n is the flooding limit. After the flooding reply
reaches xl, the path lengths for these destinations are shortened by {2, 4, ... , 2t} hops
for packets initiated at nodes {x2, X3, ... , xt}, respectively.

A network locality can learn to avoid a certain class of topological irregularity
by using this technique. For networks that are throughout regular and richly
connected, the elimination of route retracing provides little performance gain. In an
irregularly connected network such as the ARPANET, however, simulation shows
that this technique improves average performance by 10 percent.. This technique
can be generalized.

Implicit Routing Table Addition

In response to a successful limited flooding operation initiated by node xi for
destination xd, flooding reply packets are generated. These replies follow reverse
routes, reaching the node that initiated the operation. An intermediate node xk, on
the route {xi, ... , Xk, ... , xt}, receives by implication a current source route to the set
of destinations for which xt is closer than itself. This is the subsequence {xk, xt} of
the route beginning with itself.

At this point, the intermediate node xk may safely enter that subsequence
{xk, ... , xt} as a source route in its routing table. Two possible cases arise:

1. No entry exists which makes progress toward Xd in its routing table.
Either xk's routing polygon is not closed, or the destination lies inside its
polygon. In the former case, the source route adds a face to xk's routing
polygon. In the latter case, the polygon can be shrunk. If xk subsequently
routes to an element of the set of destinations served by the new entry,
then it need not initiate limited flooding. This speeds initial
communication with elements of that set.

2. There is already an entry that makes progress for the destination Xd in
the flooding reply. In general, xk will receive a subset of the flooding
replies. These may include other source routes {xj, ... , xk, ... , xm}. The
choice it makes for inclusion into its routing table can be based upon
whatever heuristic it decides is advantageous. Choosing the reply that is
shortest by hop-count is the most historically satisfying, but it is not
necessarily optimal.

Implicit Routing Table Deletion

Assume that an intermediate node xk receives a packet containing the source
route {xi, ... , xk, ... , xt}. It has no choice ofoutgoing link. If the next-hop destination
xk+ in the source route is inoperative, the entire source route will be inoperative.
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Any other source routes using the link [xk-xk+ 1] will also be inoperative. Ideally,
x& should initiate limited flooding in an attempt to deliver the packet, remove any
entries in its routing table that use [xk-'xk+1], and inform other nodes using that
link to do likewise. The actions taken by xk are as follows:

1. Strip the source route out of the packet and reroute it. This will most
often require initiating a limited flooding procedure.

2. Remove from its routing table any entries that use segment [xk-xk + 1].

3. Inform other nodes upstream from xk on the source route that the source
route is no longer usable. Node xk creates a Source Route Outage packet
containing the original source, the destination, and the inoperative
source route segment [xk-xk+ I]. This packet is reverse source routed.
Each node xi, xi + 1, ... , xk along this path should take action (2) above.

Not all other nodes using link [xk-xk+ I] will be informed by these actions.
Only nodes along the source route of the packet that caused the outage to be
discovered will be informed. The other nodes will be informed in a similar manner
when they attempt to use that link. Node xi will normally receive a Source Route
Outage packet from xi+1. Since it is at the head of the source route, it must
immediately initiate limited flooding to obtain a new source route if possible.

Source Route Substitution

As in step (1) above, when node xk notices that a link [xk-xk + 1] is inoperative
and a packet is source routed over that link, a limited flooding operation normally
occurs. There are circumstances when this is not necessary. If xk has in its routing
table an entry that does not use the inoperative link and that makes progress toward
the destination of the packet relative to the first node in the packet's source route, Xk
may freely substitute its table entry for the source route. This action avoids the
limited flooding operation.

Area Defined Broadcast

If addresses contain geographic position information, a new class of network
broadcast communication becomes possible based upon area. The ability to
circumscribe a desired region provides a feature much like a ZIP-code. ThisI capability likely has commercial and tactical military benefits.

Assume that the source desires to reach all accessible hosts within a
circumscribed area. It sends an Area Broadcast specifying a center (x,y), radius Ad,
host address [*,*], and message content. Any routing node receiving the packet
within Ad distance of (x,y) initiates a variant of flooding called Area Flooding.
Copies of the packet are sent to any neighbor lying within the circumscribed region.
This is a convenient way in which hosts providing a particular service could inform
gateways in that area, and thus their attached host populations. It is also a
mechanism whereby hosts within an area could be alerted to some event. If the host
is known, the address [*,idi would attempt to send the packec to that host in the
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specified area. A related feature is an area-controlled query, which is described

later.

Congestion Control

Congestion is one of the most serious causes of delays in the routing of
information. Network-wide propagation of delay information is a commonly
suggested solution to the problem of congestion, although even that solution has
severe problems when applied to a heterogenous internetwork [lEN 1891. However,
Cartesian routing does not propagate routing or delay information beyond a router's
immediate vicinity. Because Cartesian routing avoids widespread propagation, that
solution is not available to us.

Consider a congested router xi. The external network cannot reroute
congestion that occurs if xi is a source or destination for too much traffic. This
occurs when an attached population of hosts overloads xj. This type of congestion
requires xj to deny service to a subset of its hosts, and it is not discussed here.

Congestion may also occur when xi is an intermediary, and when routes that
use xi begin to carry more traffic. This type of traffic is expendable from xi's point of
view, since presumably another intermediary can be found. However, any
congestion control mechanism that reroutes such traffic must take care not to
reroute any traffic for which xj is a terminus.

Flooding Denial

Assume that xj is congested, and another router initiates limited flooding for
destination d. It is unwise for xl to accept any new traffic for which it is not a
terminus. If xi now processes limited flooding packets, those packets represent
possible additional future traffic, since the set of flooding replies received by the
initiator may contain source routes that use xj. If the initiator chooses one of these
routes, then xi will normally receive additional traffic. This can be prevented if xi
drops all limited flooding packets it receives for destinations that it does not
terminate.

This solution causes the flooding initiator to receive only a subset of the
possible flooding replies. No reply is received for which xl is an intermediary.
Unless xi is a terminus for d, only a source route that avoids xl could be chosen by
the initiator. If the situation changes and xi becomes less congested, then xi may
choose to again participate in limited flooding.

If the network in the vicinity of xl is well connected, few or no flooding requests
may be generated. The mechanism of flooding denial described above does not solve
the general congestion control problem, but it is essential to a more comprehensive
scheme. We also need a mechanism that can force neighbors to reroute a portion of
their traffic.
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Forced Rerouting

Traffic through xi, which arrives via its immediate neighbors, can be
decreased by rerouting some subset of that traffic. To avoid loops, x1 must first find
a route that makes progress for that subset of traffic. Assume that neighbor x2 sends
packets to x1, and that xj chooses to reroute the subset of traffic associated with X2
and some destination address d. Router x1 initiates a limited flooding request which
it sends only to X2. We differentiate these congestion.control flooding packets from
other flooding packets, because these packets contain no higher level data portion to
be delivered to some destination. A flooding terminator formats its flooding reply
and then drops the packet. Messages that attempt to control congestion or routing
must be processed with higher priority than normally transmitted material.

If any flooding replies are generated, they return via X2. Assume that a reply is
received, containing a source route {X1, x2, ... , Xn}. By consulting its routing table, X2
will deduce that x1 is a cul-de-sac for the subset of destinations for which Xn makes
progress. This subset includes d. The method of eliminating cul-de-sacs discussed
earlier implies that x2 enters the source route {x2, ... , Xn} into its routing table, and
so decreases the traffic load on xi. Router x2 may receive several congestion-control
flooding replies. As with normal flooding, a choice must be made; but the initial
reply received is adequate as the first choice.

The eventual new routing entry and the old entry selected by Xn are marked as
having been associated with congestion-control flooding. The old entry is removed
and saved for later restoration if xI reports that congestion has eased. Router xi
discards the replies it receives. If x1 remains congested, then xi can choose to
perform this procedure again with another neighbor or a differing destination
subset.

The destination address d used in flooding, when coupled with the neighbor
chosen, determines the subset of traffic to be rerouted. What choices should a router
make? If one particular neighbor sends the majority of traffic to xI, that ncighbor
should be chosen first. It is relatively easy for a router to associate a time-averaged
received-packets/second figure with each neighbor. The choice of destination d is
more complex. We present one mechanism for choosing d.

Router xI has a routing table with several entries. Each entry speciflies a route
[Xi-' ... *Xn], of length _ I hop, terminated by some Xn. Router xi makes progress
toward a subset of destination locations defined by xn. That subset is the balf-plane
containing xn, formed by the line that bisects the chord between xi and Xn (see
Figure 9). Assume that xI choose3 destination d = Xn in a congestion-control flooding
request. If the flooding is successful, x2 will receive a source route that makes
progress for some portion of the subset and that also avoids xi. This procedure
defines at least one subset for each entry in xi's routing table. Naturally, if x2 is to
initially receive the congestion-control request, xi cannot choose a subset defined by
d=x 2.

The proper choice for d is one that decreases xI's traffic, but that does not make
delivery of rerouted traffic impossible. For a certain subset of traffic, xi may be the
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only route available. Unfortunately, xi cannot know if such a subset exists without
complete and current topological knowledge of the internetwork. It may infer that it
has selected such a subset if no flooding replies are received. It cannot reroute this
traffic and must select another destination.

We assumed that congestion was caused by more traffic arriving at a router
than it can realistically service. The router may still have excess baildwidth on its
communications links, but it may have too little computational speed to process all
the packets it has received. Another sort of congestion occurs when too much traffic
is routed over a particular outgoing link 1. Some degree of buffering is usually
available to recover from short periods of excess traffic. However, if the period is
sufficiently long, transmission queues for I fill, and packets must be dropped.

If the excess traffic is received from neighboring routers, those routers must be
made to decrease the amount of traffic they route via 1. A router can easily
accomplish this by sending its neighbors congestion-control flooding packets (other
than the neighbor at the other end of 1). The destinations chosen for the packets
must be ones that use 1. Choosing d to be the address of the router at the other end of
I is sufficient.

Interaction with Flooding Denial

Assume that a neighbor x2 has decided to invoke flooding denial prior to xi's
congestion. Assume that xj now decides to reroute a portion of its traffic via x2. Now
x2 drops the flooding packet, and as a result xl remains congested. If x2 denies xi's
cringestion-control flooding request, xi should be informed immediately rather than
waiting for the flooding time-out interval to expire. If the congestion-control
flooding initiator's immediate neighbor denies that request, it must send a
congestion control denial to the initiator. This allows xj to rapidly choose another
neighbor as a candidate for rerouting. This idea may be extendedi as follows: If all of
x2'. neighbors deny flooding, this implies that x2 in effect also denies flooding, and so
on. It is unclear that this extension is necessazy.

Subsequent to accepting xi's congestion-control request, x2 may itself become
congested. If x2 were now to send a congestion-control request to xj, that request
would be immediately denied (unless xi had become uncongested). To avoid the
possibility of xi and x2 rapidly sending congestion-control reqJests between one
another, a short period should elapse after a router becomes uncongested before it
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again accepts flooding requests. At this time, the router should inform its
immediate neighbors that congestion has eased. A congestion-release packet sent
from xj to X2 provides sufficient information for X2 to remove from its routing table
any entries created by xi's congestion-control flooding procedure. This procedure
causes the associated subset of destinations to be routed back to xi.

We have explicity constructed a procedure that avoids sending any traffic
rerouted as a result of congestion into already congested routers. The interaction of
congestion-control flooding and flooding denial allows routes to be constructed that
avoid congested regions of a network. The maximum diameter of a congested region
that can be avoided is directly related to the flooding limit.

Flooding denial implicitly assumes that sending additional traffic into a
congested router diminishes its ability to route traffic. If router xj is congested and
its neighbors are themselves congested, then any congestion-control flooding
initiated by xi will immediately provoke congestion-control denial. However, we
observe that flooding denial ensures that routers at the outer boundaries of a
congested region will attempt to redirect traffic away from the region. In many
cases, this will decongest the outer portions of the region, eventually allowing xi to
decongest.

Applying Cartesian Routing to a Metropolitan Region

We now apply Cartesian routing to the prototypical metropolitan area.
Routers in this internet may be connected to one another by any relatively regular
tessellation pattern. Without loss of generality, we assume that routers are
interconnected by point-to-point links forming a rough mesh. On the average, each
router is connected to four neighbor routers. The interrouter distances gx, and gy
have small standard deviation. In the prototype, the network diameter, measured
by neighborhood-to-neighborhood router hops, is at least as large as 200.

We cover the metropolitan area with a mesh of routers, most connected only to
a few immediate neighbors. A fraction of these are connected additionally to routers
quite some distance away. A fraction of those are connected to routers still farther
away. This provides a hierarchy organized by connection distance. Each higher
level of that hierarchy is composed of routers spaced farther apart. The
neighborhood routers comprise the lowest level, (0), in a hierarchy. Normally,
level (0) routers also function as gateways. Above this level are the level (1) routers,
above them are the level (2) routers, and so on.

Determining Level (1) Router Spacing

It was assumed earlier that the standard deviation from the mean level (0)
router-to-router distance is small. Routers were also assumed to be connected into a
rough mesh. This allows treating the x and y components of the distance d between
source and destination separately. Call those distances d. and dy, respectively. Call
the mean router-to-router distance in the y-direction gy, and in the x-direction gx.
The expected number of hops between a source and destination separated by
distance d is dx/g× + dy/gy.
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Consider a series of routers that are equally spaced and linearly connected. If
all source/destination pairs are considered equally likely, the mean value for d is
one-third the end-to-end length. Assume for argument that the mesh is laid roughly
along compass lines. Let the north-south limit of distance in the internet be Dy hops
and the east-west limit D. hops. The mean of expected hops between source and
destination is Dx/3+Dy/3. If Dy=Dx= 200, there will be an average of 132 hops
between source and destination.

Consider again the linear series of routers. It can be shown that one low-cost
method for decreasing hop-count between source and destination over a distance D is
to place short-cuts approximately every i(D/3)1/2 hops, for i = 1,2, ... , (3D)1/2 (see
Appendix). Level (0) of the internet is composed of a connected mesh, with mean
distance gx and gy between routers. Level (1) may be considered a mesh of 'long-
distance' routers separated by distances gx(Dx/3)l/ 2 and gy(Dy/3)1/2. Figure 10
illustrates the hierarchy for a section of such an internet.
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Fig. 10 Portion of level (0) and level (1) connection grids

The prototypical metropolitan area is a square 400 blocks wide. We assume
that the neighborhood routers are two blocks apart, so Dx = Dy = 200, and gx = gy = 2
blocks. For an internet of that scale, this implies (Dx/3)1/2 = 8gx distance between
level (1) routers, in the x or y direction. From the point of view of a level (0) router, a
level (1) router is rarely more than several hops away. Normally, level (0) routers
reside in clusters formed by the interconnection of level (1) routers in the four
corners.

By repeated application, a level (2) hierarchy can be created from routers

spaced approximately gx(Dx/3) 3/4 distance apart. What results is a mesh of level (0)
routers spaced one nominal hop, g. distance, apart. A level (1) mesh resides above
level (0) with a granularity of eight hops between its routers. Finally, a level (2)
mesh of routers of granularity 24 hops sits above this. Figure 11 depicts a section of
such a hierarchy. The circles represent level (0) clusters bordered by their corner
level (1) routers.
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Fig. 11 Sections of three-level hierarchy

Average and Worst-Case Path Length

Under ideal static conditions, any level (1) router is within two hops of its
closest level (2) router. Any level (0) router is within eight hops of its nearest
level (1) router. Thus ten hops is the static worst-case length of a path from level (0)
to level (2). The average distances are one hop and four hops, respectively, and the
average static path length from level (0) to level (2) is five hops.

The average internet path length is 2D./3 = 132 nominal hops. In the worst
case, 2"[(2-8) + 81 = 48 hops are spanned in moving from level (0) to level (2) at the
path start, and vice versa at its end. The remaining 84 hops are spanned by level (2)
jumps, comprising 24 hops each. This implies a worst-case hop count of 2-10 + 4 = 24
for the average length path. The average hop count for the average length path is
2"5 + 4 = 14. This compares to a figure of 132 level (0) hops if no hierarchy is used.

The longest static internet path length is 398 level (0) hops. Using the
hierarchy, this is reduced to 39 hops in the worst case and 29 hops on the average. If
the router-to-router packet processing time is kept under five milliseconds, the
maximum end-to-end transmission time is under 0.2 seconds, with an average under
0.15 seconds.

Transitions Between Levels

Nodes in level (i), i>0, should have links to nodes within their own level and
normally to their immediate neighbors in level (i-1). Nodes within a level (i)
rluster, i;0, must maintain source routes to nearby active nodes in level (i + 1),
assuming that this level exists. These source routes act as a second routing table.
Access to this up-level routing table could be triggered by the distance to the
destination being farther than some set limiting distance (see Figure 12). Another
possibility is to search this up-level table in addition to the normal routing table to
determine toward which node to forward a packet. This would approximately double
the routing decision time for packets.
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Fig. 12 Transition: level (i) to (i + 1)

A router in level (i), i>0, will usually have immediate neighbors in level (i - 1)
as well as in its own level. A decision to route downward from level (W) to level (i- 1)
should occur when active neighboring level (i) routers are farther from the
destination than the current router. The intention is to find the closest level (i)
router bordering the level (i - 1) cluster within which the destination resides. This is
accomplished by initially treating all immediate neighbors equivalently, placing
them into the routing table, and searching for the entry that makes the best
progress.

Choosing an Up-level Router

In a multi-level network, the choice of a successor node sometimes requires
crossing to a higher network level. This occurs when the distance to a packet's
destination exceeds a limit or when no reply has been received to a limited flooding
procedure. Normally, a set exists of two or more possible higher level successors. As
above, the successor chosen should be that which makes the most progress.

Assume that A is a level (i) router and that it has decided to send a packet up-
level. It is possible that no higher level successor makes progress. In that event, the
successor chosen should be closest to the packet's destination. This choice violates
the rule that all path segments traversed must make progress. The source route to
the level (i + 1) node may cause that packet to be routed away from its destination in
certain topologies. If that level (i +1) node now decides to route back down to
level (i), will this cause a routing loop? If it is forbidden to send a packet down-level
except via a path segment which makes progress, then loops cannot occur. The
Progress Limit Field in each packet keeps track of the closest approach (so far) to the
destination. No router will choose to forward to A, because that cannot make
progress for the packet. Similarly, no response from a limited flooding procedure
could result in a source route which terminates at A. Therefore, no routing loops can
occur as a result of level-to-level transitions.

Finally, consider a router in level (i) attempting to forward a packet which has
detected a outage of sufficient diameter that limited flooding has failed. The
packet's destination is entered into the router's outage table. That packet and
subsequent ones for the same destination are then sent to a level (i + 1) router as a
further delivery attempt. Level (i + 1) routers have a longer average hop-to-hop link
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distance than do those in level (i). Sending packets there under these circumstances
will normally provoke limited flooding. Any limited flooding that occurs should
span a larger physical area in level (i + 1) than it does in level (i). This improves the
chances for delivery in the case where the initial outage was the result of a large
topological irregularity. If there is no higher level than (i), then the destination is
assumed to be unreachable.

Topological Irregularities and Router Placement

In response to detection of a topological outage, the source route is modified to
use an up-level router. Expected path length can be shortened by judicious
placement of up-level routers. Consider Figure 13, which depicts a cluster of
level (0) routers in a valley.

Destination

LA

1 / -
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Fig. 13 Routing in a valley

Level (0) routers routing toward the destination send packets to r9uter 1, which
detects a topological outage and uses source routing back down the valley to a
level (1) router. If an additional level (1) router is placed at the upper end of the
valley, several hops are removed from the expected path length. Where practical,
level (i) clusters should be 'contained' by level (i + 1) routers.

Some Practical Design Guidelines

No mention has been made of the data rates, expected load, and traffic patterns
needed for evaluating the feasibility and construction of a metropolitan
internetwork. No data concerning behavior of users and their network requirements
has been collected, because no such internetwork has yet been built. The products
and services such an internetwork would provide are a subject of speculation. Any
estimates therefore are crude and error-prone.

Current Usage on a Typical Local Area Network

An examination of a current local area network seems the best way at this time
to estimate the needed capacity of a level (0) router. We assume that the
prototypical local area network has 100 hosts, and that nearly all traffic enters or
leaves via the attached router. A survey was taken on a 10 megabit Ethernet
containing approximately 100 hosts. The network surveyed is used for personal
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mail, word processing, database access, and administration. The table below

summarizes the results.

T~ySpical Rates During One Hour of Prime Shift

244.13'1.03 packets/hour
10.53"106 octets/hour 4 43 octet average packet size
66.28 packets/second for 100 hosts

S 0.66 packets/host-second

Level-0 Router-to-Router Link

Figure 14 depicts a typical level (0) router. Traffic on a level (0) link comes
from two sources: packets injected by the local network associated with the router,
and packets using the link as an intermediary on their way to the destination. To
calculate the load limit on a typical level (0) link, we make the following
assumptions:

1. Cluster traffic is uniform on all links.
2. Each router contributes equivalently toward traffic totals.
3. Traffic entering from outside or leaving the cluster is ignored.
4. The cluster is interconnected in a square xy-grid.

Local Area
Network Link

4J j Level (0)
Links

Fig. 14 Typical level-0 gateway

These assumptions allow a rough estimate to be made of traffic on level (0)
links by summing traffic sent by all cluster routers and dividing by the number of
links. The ratio of hosts to links is N2/2"N(N- 1)- 1/2, for large N, where N is the width
and height of the cluster. One would normally expect one-quarter of the associated
local network traffic to leave via each of the four links. Traffic in a grid using a link
as an intermediary is roughly equivalent to traffic generated locally. Thus a
level (0) router must be capable of dealing with at least twice the traffic generated by
its attached local area network.

Level (1) Routers and Above

To speculate on the traffic patterns used as design guidelines for network levels
above level (0) is almost fruitless: very little can be said. The characteristics of
Cartesian routing tend to spread traffic across the grid. From the investigation in
the Appendix, and assuming traffic to be uniform, links in level (i), i>0, should
expect traffic load along the x- or y-axis to increase proportional to T(j)/T(1):

T(J) = 2(Pj-J 2 ), j= .(P- I)
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where P is the number of level (i) routers in a linear run across the internet, T(1) is
the traffic on the first link in the run, andj is thejth link in the run. This assumes
that all destinations along the run are equally likely.

Using the prototypical network, where there would be 25 level (1) links, P = 25
and the ratio T(j)/T(1) for j= 12 is 6.5. Unless traffic crossing level (1) links is kept
low, the quadratic increase in traffic toward the center will limit use. From this it is
evident that services whose use generates large amounts of traffic should be kept
close to the level (0) clusters that use them, thus greatly decreasing traffic between
level (1) routers. One obvious candidate service for this restriction is file servers.

Host Mobility

Host mobility is an important feature of any internetwork, especially one that
must be commercially practical. Advances in telecommunications technologies now
allow network hosts to be mobile. The most common example of this is a mobile
telephone system. Extending packet-switching technology so that it can address
mobile hosts is also an essential requirement for a tactical network. In a tactical
environment, many hosts are mobile; planes, ships, and trucks are examples. Early
work in extending packet-switching technology to mobile hosts was done in the
context of the ARPA-Internet by creating new protocols for the transmission of
packets over radio [Binder] [Frank][Kahn].

The ARPA-Internet protocols were not designed with the a1 ility to access
mobile hosts as an objective, nor were they designed to allow indefinite growth. An
underlying assumption in the configuration of the ARPANET was that hosts and
gateways are fixed. Another assumption was that the destination network is the
best path to any of its hosts. Thus the Internet routes toward a destination's
network, and not toward its location. As a result, host mobility requires the creation
of networks with special protocols which reside as components within the ARPA-
Internet.

It is time to rethink these assumptions. Host mobility is now allowed only
within specialized networks. This is a reasonable approach when mobility is limited
to a tiny fraction of hosts (less than one percent). As this percentage rises, it
becomes increasingly attractive to incorporate mobility into the internetwork itself.
If this is not done, a profusion of specialized mobile networks is created. In the
resulting patchwork, mobile hosts may not travel across network boundaries. As
specialized networks which incorporate host mobility grow, there will be pressure to
create specialized new internetworks for them. In fact, this has already occurred:
the SURAN (Survivable Radio Network) project ib currently examining issues of
scale for packet radio networks [Garcia-Luna][Sacham]. The systems studied are
based on the tree-structured routing hierarchy originally developed by Kamoun and
Kleinrock [Kleinrock].

We require that the internetwork allow mobile hosts both to retain their
connections and to allow access by other mobile and fixed hosts. Host movement
should ideally be unrestricted by the internetwork. A Cartesian internetwork that
allows host mobility must have routers that can communicate with mobile hosts in
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sufficient numbers and distributed in such a manner that satisfactory reliability can
be achieved with a small flooding limit. This would allow the mobile host
subnetwork to grow uniformly, without problems of scale. Associated with this
requirement is the ability of an internetwork router to be mobile.

Mobility creates four new classes of routing nodes:

1. The fixed gateway, which supports unattached mobile
hosts.

2. The fixed router, which supports unattached mobile
hosts.

3. A mobile router that only routes packets. It has no
attached network or host population.

4. A mobile router that routes packets and can have an
attached host population.

It is probable that some form of packet radio transmission would be used to
communicate with mobile hosts and routers. The details of transmission
mechanisms to or from mobile nodes of the internetwork system are outside the
scope of this report, as are specific details of the protocols required. The precise
mechanisms by which mobile hosts exchange information with nearby routers is not
discussed, nor how host tables are maintained. This report presents a general
framework suggesting how it is possible to incorporate mobile hosts and routers into
a Cartesian routing hierarchy. How to efficiently communicate within a cluster of
mobile hosts and routers has been a subject studied extensively elsewhere.

We distinguish between attached and unattached mobile hosts as follows:
Attached mobile hosts must remain associated with their network, as in a packet
radio network. The details of routing inside a packet radio network are not of
concern here. An unattached mobile host is free to associate itself with any routers
with which it can communicate. It resembles a mobile telephone in this regard.
Assuming a population of routers that can communicate with mobile hosts,
unattached mobile hosts may be incorporated into a Cartesian internetwork.

In what follows, distinctions are usually not made between a gateway and a
router. Gateways are routers with attached networks. Routers are not necessarily
attached to specific customer networks. With appropriate equipment, either may be
in direct communication with mobile hosts and possibly mobile routers.

Gateways, Address Locations, and Maintaining Connections

Earlier it was suggested that the separation of an address into distinct location
and identity parts would aid in the implementation of host mobility. This form of
address allows adoption of a technique that improves reliability for hosts in
networks possessing more than one gateway. A natural extension of this technique
provides the general host mobility desired.
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From the perspective of the ARPA-Internet, any gateway is equally adequate
for both entry into and exit from a network. In a Cartesian internetwork, the exit
gateway closest to the host is preferred. For networks with only one active gateway,
both are equivalent. If a network has more than a single active gateway, then in
both systems the sender has a choice of gateways. In a Cartesian system the packet's
address inherits its location from the gateway used to inject it into the internetwork.
Cartesian internetwork location assignment is automatic.

G. ' Network region

D

O Gateway

G2..........

Fig. 15 Network with several gateways

Figure 15 shows a component network with more than one gateway within a
Cartesian internetwork. Assume that the gateways are widely separated and that
host D has an open connection. Gateway G1 is the preferred gateway, since it is
closest to D. Packets leaving D and entering the internetwork via G 1 inherit their
location from G1 . Subject to the uniqueness restriction, the id is whatever the
network prefers. Packets returning to D will use Gl's location. What happens if G1
ceases to operate?

When a neighbor encounters the inoperative link to G1 and a packet arrives for
GI's location, limited flooding attempts to find some closer router. If the limited
flooding fails, the packet will then. be dropped and the connection appears broken.
Shortest-path routing has an advantage here, since it would soon recover and
reroute via eithdr G2 or G3. But this is only half the problem, since D must also
begin to use one of the other two gateways.

If only the link from G1 out to the internetwork has failed, GI can institute the
necessary local recovery procedures. An ICMP-style redirect message is sufficient to
effect recovery [Postel]. This solution works only if G1 is operating. As a practical
matter, 1) should notice that G I is not operating after some interval or be informed
by the network that it should no longer use GI. This is a problem for both types of
internetwork. This event should cause 1) to send a duplicate packet immediately,
and subsequent packets via either G 2 .)r G 3 .

If these facilities function, then the connection need not be dropped in a
Cartesian internetwork. For this form of recovery to operate, there must be two or
more gateways on the affected network. Assume that GI has failed and the network
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has begun sending D's packets via either G2 or G3. Packets from D inherit the
location portion of their Cartesian address from the exiting gateway. Its location
changes to either G2 or G3, but its id remains the same. A connection can be
maintained if the other end uses the most recently received location information
from D.

When a connection is opened, the source uses a standard known location for the
destination, presumably that of a principal gateway. The source obtains this
information via a local table or enquiry to a domain name service [Mockapetris].
Throughout the duration of the connection, the source monitors the location portion
of the destination addresses in packets it receives from the destination. The source
will receive at least acknowledgment packets from the destination. In all packets it
sends to the destination, it uses the most recently received location information
when building the destination address. This allows packets to reach hosts via
alternate gateways for certain classes of failure. This situation is strikingly similar
to a mobile host moving between routing nodes.

Cartesian Routing and Mobile Hosts

Mobile hosts present a severe problem for traditional network routing
algorithms. A large part of the problem is a lack of location information concerning
the whereabouts of a mobile host at a particular time. This is exacerbated by forms
of address which do not include location information. For example, an ARPA-
Internet address specifies only a destination network whose location may span a
continent.

Consider a mobile host B, traveling past routing nodes of known location as in
Figure 16. If we assume that B is in communication with at least one routing node,
then its position can be estimated as 'close' to that routing node. The Cartesian
address of any routing node with which B is in direct contact provides sufficient
information to route packets addressed to B to that node and thence to B.

A mobile-host-address is of variable length but is limited by the number of
routing nodes considered realistic. We denote a mobile-host-address by the
bracketed list <r1,r2,...,rnid>, where rl,r2,...,rn are the routing nodes and id
contains the mobile host's unique identifier. Suitable network addresses for the
mobile host are the set of Cartesian addresses [ri,id], [r2,id], ... , [rn,id]. The routing-
node-list could be supplied in packets sent from a mobile host by including them in a
packet header option similar to that used in the ARPA-Internet protocol [RFC 791].

Maintaining Connections to Mobile Hosts

Cartesian routing sends packets toward destination locations. Assume that
every packet sent from a mobile host contains its current mobile-host-address, both
its routing-node-list and id portions. Any host receiving packets from a mobile host
has the location of the routing node(s) with which the mobile host was recently in
communication. The sender uses the most recent address it has received from a host
for the destination address when building packets. As long as the period between
packet exchanges is kept sufficiently short, packets sent to the mobile host follow it.
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Fig. 16 Mobile host addresses

This assumes that a path does exist to the destination with an outage diameter no
greater than the flooding limit.

To maintain a connection, a mobile host must remain in contact with at least
one routing node. At any point a mobile host may be in contact with more than one
node. Thus a sender to a mobile host may have some -zhoice of destination routing
node when building packets. To help make this choice, the mobile host should report
in its mobile-host-address the routing node locations in order of reliability. This
may mean reporting the routing node with the strongest signal first. The sender
would normally choose the most reliable routing node as the location portion of the
destination mobile host's address. If communication proceeds poorly or if the traffic
is of an urgent nature, each packet sent to the mobile host could be copied
repeatedly. Each packet would contain a different routing node from the mobile-
host-address. This maximizes probability of delivery, with the expense of
duplication.

We see how this works in Figure 16. Host A is in communication with mobile
host B. Initially, A uses the address [1,B], which is the most reliable routing node
from the mobile host address < 1,2,B >, supplied by B. In succession, B replies with
new addresses as it moves, < 2,1,3,B >, < 3,2,B >, etc. Finally, it sends < 4,B > as it
passes behind the hill and loses communication with routing node 3. A uses
addresses [2,B], [3,B], ... , and finally [4,B], as they are received from B.

It is clear that both ends of a connection may be mobile. Packets sent by either
host follow their respective destinations on their paths. Both hosts must use the
most recent mobile-host-address and their own current mobile-host-address when
building packets.

The property of choosing a primary routing node can be used to the advantage
of both parties. (We assume that the mobile host knows its own location and
heading. The routing nodes with which it is in communication have already
supplied the mobile host with their locations). If a mobile host is moving away from
one routing node and toward another, then presumably the routing node it is
approaching is the best destination to use in the near future. The mobile host can
take advantage of this by sending acknowledgments which contain its predicted best
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mobile-host-address. The time between sending this prediction and using the new
address is realistically bound from below by the average round-trip time.

From the point of view of an intermediate router, packets addressed to a host at
a fixed location are indistinguishable from those addressed to a mobile host. This is
an important feature of Cartesian routing. If an irternetwork transport tier uses
Cartesian routing, mobile hosts may move transparently, without breaking
connections, as long as contact is maintained with some non-partitioned router.
This is a feature not generally available in other routing procedures.

Maintaining the Quality of Estimated Position

A mobile host provides an estimate of destination position by means of the
locations of nearby routing nodes. This estimated position is used by a source
communicating with a mobile host. The quality of an estimate depends upon two
factors: the velocity of the mobile host and the time elapsed since the source received
a packet from the mobile host. The two factors are related: the greater the mobile
host velocity, the more frequently should the source receive updated destination
addresses, thus maintaining the accuracy of the source's estimate of dc-stination
location. This implies that a mobile host should ensure a minimum interval
between sending packets. The interval period is inversely related to its velocity. If
the period expires, then a repeated acknowledgment packet which reports the
current mobile-host-address should be sent to the source.

Obtaining Initial Router Locations

For a connection with a mobile host to be initiated, the location of the routers in
contact with it must be known. If routers maintain a cache of mobile hosts with
which they are in direct communication, then an inquiry arriving at any router can
provoke a reply specifying whether or not the router is in contact with a particular
mobile host. Reaching the necessary set of routers could be achieved by flooding, or
by an indefinite enquiry (see below).

It would be more efficient to maintain a network service, similar to a domain
server, which would list mobile hosts and the routers in contact with them. Routers
should update their service entries whenever they lose contact or come into contact
with a mobile host. For the purposes of initiating a connection, the initial set of
routers in recent contact with a desired mobile host may then be determined by
enquiry. To allow such a mechanism to scale upwards indefinitely would require the
use of some hierarchy in the id portion of an address.

Indefinite Enquiry

In certain situations, such as the existence of mobile hosts, mentioned above,
the precise address of a host may not be known. In such a case, we assume that the
host desiring to open a connection has a good guess about the approximate
destination location. More precisely, the source host knows the destination host id

and its location to within some distance, Ad, of a known location (x,y). See Figure 17.
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The source sends out an indefinite enquiry, specifying the search center
location (xy), the search radius Ad, and the host address [*,id]. The asterisk denotes
an unspecified location. Routing nodes in the network know their own id and those
of the hosts with which they are in direct communication. Cartesian routing tries to
send the enquiry packet close to position (xy). Any router which receives the packet,
within Ad distance of (xy), initiates a variant of limited flooding called enquiry
flooding. Copies of the packet are sent to any neighbor within the circumscribed
region. A reply is sent from any router in direct communication with a host of
matching id. The reply, [(xi,y0),id], contains that router's current location (xiyi) and
the original id. Not all routers within the search area necessarily receive an enquiry
flooding packet. If a reply is expected but not forthcoming, then the radius Ad can be
increased and the enquiry reissued, or the search center (x,y) can be altered.

Mobile hosts are presumably in contact with some routing nodes in their
vicinity. An indefinite enquiry provides a mechanism by which a focused search for
a mobile host may proceed. Closely allied is the problem of determining which hosts
are inside a certain area. This is accomplished by a similar mechanism, in which the
host addrcss is completely unspecified, as in [*,*]. Routing nodes within the search
area respond with their addresses and those of their hosts. For any indefinite
enquiry, the source host must be prepared to accept many replies.

Mobile Routers

Until now, routers have had fixed positions. Only hosts could be mobile. We
now discuss issues that arise when a router itself may be mobile. There are several
reasons for providing mobile routers. A mobile router may be used to reconnect a
partitioned portion of the network or to provide redundancy, thus preventing
partitioning. It may be temporarily positioned to provide a shorter route between
network regions or adding capacity. A group of hosts in an aircraft or ship residing
in a local area network would have a mobile gateway.

For Cartesian routing conditions to be met, the neighboring routers, with
which the mobile router can communicate, must know the mobile router's
approximate position. Conversely, the mobile router must know the approximate
positions of its neighboring routers. These conditions are similar to those for a
mobile host. Each router maintains a routing table containing the locations of its
neighboring routers. Cartesian routing efficiency 's affected by the accuracy of the
location information in that table. If a neighboring router is mobile, its location in
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the routing table must periodically be updated. If the location information for a
mobile router is sufficiently out-of-date, that router is assumed no longer to be a
neighbor.

It is the responsibility of mobile routers to periodically exchange current
addresses with neighboring routers (mobile or fixed) that have the ability to
communicate with it. As a result, these neighboring routers update their routing
tables. If the routing table contains no entry matching the id in the address, a new
entry is created, containing the address and a time stamp. (This occurs when a
mobile router moves into the reception area of a new router.) If the routing table

-: does contain an entry with matching id, the location portion of that entry is updated
and the time stamp reset. Periodically, any routing table containing such entries is
examined for those whose time stamps are older than some preset interval. Entries
that are older are removed from the table, and it is assumed they are no longer
reachable. A broadcast-like mechanism must be used by a mobile router to 'discover'
the set of routers with which it can communicate. To ensure a viable two-way path
between a mobile router and any neighbor in this set, a simple three-way handshake
with a short time-out interval can be used to exchange addresses.

Effects of Mobility on Unstable Routing Loops

In our earlier discussion of routing loops, only host mobility was considered;
therefore, inaccuracy in estimated host position did not affect routing decisions in a
way that could cause a routing loop, because the host was an end-point of
communication. However, once a router is allowed to be mobile, inaccuracies in its
estimated position can cause routing loops. Stable routing loops can be avoided as
long as mobile routing nodes periodically exchange addresses and update their
routing tables. Unstable routing loops remain possible, their duration controlled by
the frequency with which mobile routers exchange addresses with their neighbors.
There may be short periods when inconsistent routing data is used and unstak.le
routing loops occur. A mechanism to prevent these short-duration loops is desirable.

A mobile router presumably knows its current location more accurately than
any of it neighboring routers. If it uses its current location for the purposes of
routing determination, then routing loops can develop. In Figure 18, assume that
mobile router M was at its old position when it exchanged addresses with B. B
chooses M for the next hop upon receipt of a packet destined for D, because M is
closer than C. However, M is actually at its new position, and B's decision is based
on obsolete data. Upon receipt, M routes using its new location and forwards to B,
thus causing the loop.

Any routers in communication with a mobile router have recently exchanged
addresses. B therefore has an estimate of M's position. Since M is mobile, B

broadcasts packets to it. B must identify M by address as the intended recipient for
the packet, since other routers may intercept the transmission. Assume that the
physical link protocol for this type of communication encapsulates the data with
sending and intended receiving router addresses. When B transmits a packet to M,
this provides B's current estimate of M's location (also an updated estimate of B's
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location). If M determines that B is closer to the destination and forwards the packet
back to B, it also provides B with its current location, thus breaking the loop.

Mobility: Some Other Issues

We now discuss ancillary issues that arise when incorporating mobile hosts.
One question is: How does a router know if a packet has reached its destination? If a
router is in direct communication with the destination, then that router believes it
can contact the destination without the use of intermediary routing nodes. A
gateway to the destination's local area network is an example. A packet radio router
with strong, direct line-of-sight communication to the destination is another.

Identifying Destinations

It is usually simple for a fixed router to determine whether or not it needs to
forward a packet farther through the internetwork. If the location portion of the
destination address matches that of the router's, the packet is not forwarded and the
destination host is assumed to be in direct communication with the router. Mobile
hosts complicate this solution, since their location changes.

A mobile-host-address specifies a destination router location in each packet
header. The routing proceeds to a destination location as before. If a fixed router
can be in direct communication with mobile hosts, it must have a host table
containing the id's of all mobile hosts with which it believes it is currently in direct
communication. It matches the destination id of a packet against that table. If a
match is not found, it follows recovery procedures or discards the packet.

If mobile routers can be in direct communication with mobile hosts, the
situation is more complex. Mobile routers have a varying location. The location
portion of a mobile-host-address can only be presumed to be 'close' to the destination,
since a mobile router is presumably near any mobile host with which it was recently
in contact. The mobile router cannot in general determine from the location part of a
mobile-host-address whether or not it should continue to forward the packet. It
must always check the destination id against a host table.
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Mobility and Limited Flooding

Limited flooding, initiated by a router that has no neighbors closer to a packet's
destination, causes a controlled search for a router closer to the destination than the
initiator. If the search is successful, the terminator sends a reply to the initiator,
containing a source route between them. For routers accessing mobile hosts, the
terminating condition must be altered.

A router that participates in limited flooding receives from the initiator the
distance from the initiator to the destination, and the destination address. The
participating router then calculates the distance between itself and the destination.
It successfully terminates if that distance is less than the distance it received from
the initiator. To adapt to the addition of mobile hosts, the distance between a router
and a mobile host is defined as zero if and only if the router believes it is in direct
communication with the destination. If it is not in direct communication, the router
Calculates distance in the normal manner. For routing purposes, the host is treated
as if it were attached to the routing node.

The initiator receives an improved source route to the destination from the set
of routers that successfully terminated the flooding procedure. If this set contains a
reply from a router in direct communication with the destination, the distance to the
destination in at least one reply will be zero. For mobile destinations, such replies
are preferred over non-zero replies with shorter hop counts. This reflects a bias
which assumes that the mobile subnetwork has a best path to the destination. If
more than one reply with a zero distance is received, choice is left to the initiator.
The header of the terminator's reply message may provide the initiator with
information that may affect its choice (such as signal strength in a packet radio
subnetwork). In many cases, however, the closest zero-distance terminator will be
used. In the event that no zero-distance replies are received, normal procedures are
followed.

... ... .. . . . . . . , ,. . . . . . . . . . ..

Area covered by
mobile network

U .
C

A'' . ,. .............. .. '' ''

•F

Fig. 19 Effect of mobile hosts, zero distance, and limited flooding

Host and router mobility alter somewhat the behavior of limited flooding. The
preference for zero distance replies means that routes closer to the destination
location are discriminated against in favor of those in direct communication with the
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destination. This is illustrated in Figure 19. Assume that M and D are in a mobile
subnetwork, M is in direct communication with D, and F has a packet intended for
D. Since it cannot route closer to the destination, F initiates limited flooding. The
source route from F to M is preferred over closer and shorter routes via B or C,
because M reports a zero distance while B and C do not.

A mobile router rj which is part of a source route {ri, ... , rj, rjk ...} is expected
to lose communication with either ri or rk more frequently than a fixed router. This
creates an outage along the source route. As with fixed routers, when ri notices that
it can no longer communicate with rj, the source route is used as a reverse path to
alert rl that its current outage table entry for that destination is invalid and a new
source route may be needed. Possibly, ri will have stored alternate source routes
from its previous limited flooding result. Otherwise it must reinitiate limited
flooding. It is wise to include a provision for mobile routers to indicate their mobility
in limited flooding responses. All else being equal, a source route without mobile
routers is usually preferable to one with mobile routers.

Simulating Cartesian Routing

Figure 20 is a simplified flow diagram of a particular implementation of multi-
level Cartesian routing. We will briefly discuss some aspects in the application of
Cartesian routing in preparation for simulating its performance on an existing
network topology.

Choosing a Closer Neighbor

The Cartesian routing algorithm allows choosing any successor node which
makes progress toward the packet's destination. The candidate successor nodes form
a set. When more than one node is in the set, a question arises: Which node should
be chosen? The best choice requires complete topological knowledge, but this is not
available. Simulation suggests adoption of the greedy principle: choose the
successor node that makes the best progress toward the destination.

Choosing an Up-level Limit

In large networks there are often hierarchies of point-to-point links with
increasingly larger point-to-point distances. A network level from 0 to N is
associated with each level of hierarchy. Level (0) contains clusters of nodes with the
shortest average link lengths. Level (N) contains clusters with the longest average
lengths. The up-level limit is a distance measurement. If a node within network
level (i) receives a packet whose destination is farther away than this limit, the node
assumes that some higher network level can more efficiently deliver the packet. The
correct choice of the up-level limit depends upon local topology. It should be no closer
than the closest node in network level (i + 1).

Simulation of Cartesian Routing in the ARPANET

The development of Cartesian routing is motivated by three observations: it
scales upward indefinitely, it is robust, and it enables mobile hosts to be addressed in
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Fig. 20 Multi-level Cartesian routing

a nearly transparent manner. However, its behavior has yet to be demonstrated. A
simulator was written in Interlisp to alhow comparison of one- and two-level
Cartesian routing with shortest path routing in a known network.

The ARPANET was the obvious choice for this comparison. The ARPANET
topology was obtained from a January 1986 geographic map, and approximate
latitude and longitude locations were assigned to each of the 48 IMP nodes. The
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route taken by each of the 2256 source/destination paths was determined for one-
and two-level Cartesian routing, and shortest-path routirLg algorithms.

It is important to remember that the connection pattern of ARPANET node-to-
node links is highly irregular. There is no attempt in the simulation to impose any
measure of Cartesian regularity to the pattern. It is not the pattern a network
administrator would choose if it were known that Cartesian routing was to be used.
By slightly redefining network connectivity, much better results can be obtained.

Cluster Definition

A cluster is a related group of interconnected network nodes. If no hierarchy is
to be employed, all the nodes of the network fall within a single level (0) cluster. If a
multi-level hierarchy is employed for reasons of efficiency, it is the task of the
network administrator to define the clusters at each level of the network. In this
case, clusters within the same level should be composed of nodes for which the
standard deviation of the node-to-node link lengths is small. If a network is small or
sufficiently irregular, no hierarchy should be employed.

Proper cluster selection increases the routing efficiency of the network.
Cartesian routing performs best in networks of regular and repeating patterns of
interconnection. In realistic, densely populated networks, cluster selection will be
easy. In a sparse and irregularly populated network, the task is more difficult. The
ARPANET contains four obvious level (0) clusters: Central California, Southern
California, New England, and Washington, D.C. Figure 21 shows the level (0)
Southern California cluster in the ARPANET. IS122, UCLA, and USC possess links
that are many times longer than the other links in the cluster. They are the obvious
candidates for inclusion in level (1) of a two-level hierarchy.

to XEROX

UCLA

1S127 lto Texas
to Stanford

RAND .

SUSC121

IS122 a s to DARPA

IS152

Fig. 21 ARPANET Southern California cluster

Choosing the Set of Up-Level Nodes

In a sufficiently irregular network not designed with Cartesian routing in
mind, nodes in a level (i) cluster also connected to longer distance links may not be
good choices for the cluster's level (i + 1) neighbors. (Figure 8 demonstrates this.)
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Normally, the choices for up-level nodes for the Southern California cluster would be
{IS122, UCLA, USC}. UCLA is the northernmost node of the cluster. However,
because UCLA has a link to Texas, it is on the best path to the southeastern region of
the ARPANET. Similarly, although USC is the southeasternmost node in the
cluster, it is on the best path to the northeastern region.

When routing up-level, Cartesian routing normally chooses the nearby up-
level node closest to the destination. In this situation, that procedure produces poor
routes, This can be greatly alleviated by choosing the end-points of long-distance
links as the cluster's level (i + 1) neighbors. A better set of up-level nodes for the
Southern California cluster is {DARPA, Stanford, Texas, XEROX).

The added expense is an increase in level (i) node's routing table. The source
routes to nearby level (i+ 1) neighbors are longer, and there may be more of them.
However, a substantial improvement in routing can result from a more judicious
choice of these neighbors. Algorithms to automatically determine the correct
choices are possible.

Simulation Results

Graph 1 shows shortest-path routing plotted against the simulation results for
one- and two-level Cartesian routing. The horizontal axis represents sets of paths of
a particular hop-count length, the vertical axis the number of paths in a set. The
black bar represents shortest-path routing, the other two (respectively) one- and
two-level Cartesian routing. Each algorithm had the same number of single-hop
paths. They are excluded from the graph.

The shape of the graph shows that the three algorithms have similar behavior.
The average path length, over all paths, is shown below.

Shortest-Path One-Level Two-Level

4.67 5.93 5.66
27% 21% Percentage increase

For the ARPANET, two-level Cartesian routing produces an average path length
increase of 21%. The average path is one hop longer. The longest paths are 10, 17,
and 16 hops, respectively, for shortest-path, one-level, and two-level Cartesian
routing. Two-level routing has only one path of length 16.

We list the average and longest source route lengths seen in the simulation:

One-Level Two-Level
3.4 3.5 Average source route length
5 6 Longest

Cartesian routing applied to the ARPANET demonstrates that it can operate
efficiently with an average increase in path length of 21%. It does so while keeping
much smaller routing tables, and without the need for any topological information
other than that in a node's immediate vicinity. Finally, as the size of a network
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Graph 1 Shortest path vs. one- and two-level Cartesian routing

expands and connection patterns become more regular, the difference in path length

between shortest-path routing and multi-level Cartesian routing will decrease.

Conclusions

Our routing algorithm has been shown to be suitable for internetworks of
unbounded size. It responds rapidly to outages of limited diameter by constructing
source routes around the outage. Traffic may be categorized into differing levels of
importance, with greater efforts made to deliver more important traffic. The
algorithm allows nearly transparent host mobility by separating location from
identity in the address. Mobile hosts may move freely between component networks
within the internet, as long as they reinain in communication with some routing
node.

Each router within a hierarchic internetwork level keeps a minimum of
information; a router need only know the locations of its near neighbors and source
routes to routers one level above it. End-to.end delay is kept small by building a
multi-level hierarchy, each level possessing links of greatly increased length.
Robustness is achieved by carefully limited flooding, initiated by the node that
discovers the outage, which searches for a route that makes continued progress
possible. Unlike the ARPA-Internet routing algorithm, this cost is paid only when
an outage is encountered, and only by that portion of the internetwork in proximity
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to the outage. By assuming increasing regularity for higher internetwork levels, it
is possible to keep low the probability of an outage that partitions source from
destination.
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Appendix

Minimizing Hop Counts in Point-to-Point Networks

Assume a simple point-to-point network with a length of several kilometers.
Assume further that the number of attached nodes is large and that each node is
spliced into a cable which connects all the nodes. The topology may be that of a ring
or a linear segment. Consider laying another cable parallel to the first. This
Appendix concerns itself with the question of how to utilize bounded amounts of
additional cable (or channels within a single cable) to minimize the expected hop
count for the average packet travel path.

The Model

Consider a point-to-point network segment `iormed when connecting a series of
P nodes to one another with a cable. Assume that transmission time is small with
respect to node processing time, and that all destinations are equally likely. As P
becomes large, the average number of hops and hence the time required to send a
packet from source to destination becomes excessive. Several feasible mechanisms
considered for reducing this delay were ruled out. CSMA technology, for example, is
inefficient over the distances considered. Satellite technology has a long round-trip
time and is prohibitively expensive.

This appendix examines a solution that utilizes bounded amounts of additional
cable to provide short-cuts spanning several hops. It is important to point out that
the addition of physical cable to achieve short-cuts is of course unnecessary. The
reservation of specific communication channels within a single cable can function
logically as additional cables. This is attractive where substantial extra bandwidth
is likely to be available, as with a fiber-optic cable.

"If nodal processing time is large with respect to transmission time, then
decreasing end-to-end delay is synonymous with decreasing the average hop count.
We could reduce the average hop count to one merely by connecting each node to
every other node. However, for networks with a large number of nodes or long
internode distances, that is unrealistic. Such a solution requires a prohibitively
large amount of cable to be laid between nodes: an amount which is cubic with
respect to the average internode distance. Perhaps the next most reasonable method
for lowering the hop count would be to connect the nodes to form a balanced binary
tree. This would lower the hop count to log2(P) + 1, but it is exponential in required
cable length.

It is clear that increasingly better solutions can be found by employing
increasingly larger amounts of cable. We will begin by restricting our solutions to
twice the amount of original cable. If a second cable is laid alongside the first, it
becomes possible to connect nodes to one another to form short-cuts. Figure Al
shows the topological description of one such network with these short cuts. It is
interesting to ask the following questions: How much improvement in average hop
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count do we obtain from such a pattern of short-cuts, and which patterns result in

the most improvement?

n-nodes Total of P nodes

Figure Al Ring network segment with short-cuts

RingTopology

Pick any node and number it zero. The first short-cut interconnection pattern
which comes to mind connects node 0 to node n, node n to node 2n, etc. (for now, we
assume that P is evenly divisible by n). This strategy obeys the 2x cable limitation
for large P and is amenable to treatment as a continuous system. Given an average
path length of la, measured by bop count before the addition of short-cuts, what is
the optimal value for n?

We assume that all source/destination pairs are equally likely and that inter-
nodal distances are roughly equivalent. The average path length is lav and the
average path crosses lav/n short-cuts, neglecting error introduced by paths that do
not start or stop on short-cut boundaries. To correct for this, approximately n/2 hops
are made between the start and the initial short-cut and between the last short-cut
and the destination. An expression for the expected hop count is:

____2 (Al1)
H1 =2(2)+ av( , P->4.

2 n

By differentiating and solving for the minimum, the optimum value for n is:

nopt=V1a' yielding Hlopt=2V/v -L. (A2)

In Graph Al, lav/Hlopt is plotted against P for lav = P/4, corresponding to the
average path length for a ring. As expected, the improvement grows with P. For
P = 100 the number of hops is decreased by a factor of three, for P = 1200, by nine.
Although the value for la, is assumed to be P/4, this is not correct for small values of
P. The exact expression for lay rapidly approaches P/4 as P increases.

To apply this to an actual network, we should round the real valued nopL to the
nearest integer. It does not matter where we begin placing the short-cuts. If P is not
evenly divisible by the rounded nopt, then at the conclusion of placing the short-cuts,
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some number of nodes may remain unspanned, We span them with a single

short-cut.

Reapplication

We can consider the second cable, installed by applying the above algorithm, as
comprising a ring network of its own. Conditions that were needed to apply the
algorithm originally still hold. The traffic is still uniform and the average path
crosses approximately (lay)'"2 short-cuts. We generalize this. By successively
reapplying the algorithm, we obtain connections between nodes:

(O,0 1/2,21i /2, 311/2, 1 0 1tapplication.Ov ty av "'\ av /i av'

{' 1/4 1/2 211/4 11/2 31/V.4 1/2, (11/4 _ l1/4 11/2 01 2nd.apiaioeca av '21a la a' a av' av av av0 applicaton,etc.

Each reapplication increases the amount of cable by a factor of one. At the optimum,
the average hop count obtained by successive reapplication is:

lopt av

H20pt ! 1/2 +21 1/4 _ I
avpt&a

H k=- la /2'+211/2k -1,fork>2. (A3)
kor* av at=1

Hkopt rapidly approaches a limit as k grows. Improvement stops when
lav1/2i=2lav1/ 2i+'. For practical networks of a few hundred nodes, this limits
reapplication to k = 2. In Graph A2, Hkopt is plotted for a range of k and P.

Linear Topology

The concinutous model is most accurate for a ring network where the average
traffic density is constant at all points along the ring. What if the ring is broken?
Assume instead the linear topology as described by Figure A2. The average path
length can be calculated and is lav - 1/3, for large P, perhaps a non-intuitive result.

The continuous model developed for a ring is not as accurate in this case. The
average traffic density can be expected to increase toward the center due to the
absence of a path between the two end nodes. Shortest paths which went around the
end in the ring topology must now cross the center. To account for this, intuition
suggests that a better solution would place larger short-cuts toward the center.

As an alternative, what improvement would be made by connecting the first
and last nodes? This obeys the 2x cable limitation and makes a ring from the linear
network, thus shortening the average path length from lav = P/3 to P/4. Any extra
cable used for short-cuts now violates the 2x limitation. By avoiding connecting the
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1 2 P

----- Total of P nodes

Figure A2 Linear network segment (above) with short-cuts (below)

ends, can a pattern of short-cuts be found which obeys the limitation and yields a
better improvement?

Starting at the end, we number the nodes from one. Because the ring has been
split, there is one less node-to-node link. Again, assuming all source/destination
node pairs to be equally likely, there are 2(P-1) paths which cross link [1"-2]. They
are: (1,2),(1,3), ... (1,P), which crosses (1-'2], and (P,1)((P-1),1) .... (2,1), which crosses
[.1-21. For every path (xy) there is a matching path (y,x). Using this symmetric
argument, the number and length of paths crossing a link from left to right are equal
to those crossing from right to left. Consider now a typical shortcut in Figure A3,
which connects nodes i and j, where jai+ 1. From the left there are (i) sources for
(P -j + 1) destinations.

1 2 i j P

Figure A3 Typical short-cut

For P> 2, this results in Equation A4.

T(i,)=21 i(P-j+ 1) Jfor P> j >i+ 1. (A4)

T(i,i+ 1) predicts the number of paths which cross a particular link and so
models link traffic as a function of position. Call this T(i), where link [1--.2] is
identified with i = l and link [(P-i)'--P] with i = (P-1).

T(i) = 2(Pi- 2), j= , ... ( 1). (A5)

Graph A3 shows T(i), plotted against link position for a linear network with P = 9.
The link traffic function can be used to determine link capacities. Knowing the used
capacity of [1--2], the required capacity of link [i'-i+1] must be Ti)/T(lI) larger
than (1-21 or [(P-l)-P]. The probability that a particular packet will cross a
given link is easily calculated. There are (P2.P) unique paths. Pwi)=T(i)/(P2-P) yields
the probability that a path will cross a particular link.

In the ring topology, minimizing the expected hop count for the average-length
path is a straightforward optimization decision. Traffic is everywhere uniform,
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hence equivalent-length shortcuts. Traffic for the linear topology is nonuniform, A
different approach should be used.

One approach to minimizing the hop count for the average-length path is to
maximize the number of hops saved by the addition of short-cuts. The suan of hops
taken by all paths is then lessened, resulting in a shorter average path length. T(ij)
is used to evaluate the amount saved by a particular short-cut. The number of hops
saved by a short-cut over all paths is:

S(ij)=T(ij)j-i- 1), for jai+2. (A6)

By calculating the values of S(ij), given P, for admissible values of i and j, we
obtain a triangular [(P-2),(P-2)1 matrix. Such a matrix is presented in Figure A4
below, for P = 9.

i= [1] 14 24 30 32 30 24 14
[2] 0 24 40 48 48 40 24
[31 0 0 30 48 54 48 30
[41 0 0 0 32 48 48 32
15] 0 0 0 0 30 40 30
[6] 0 0 0 0 0 24 24
[7] 0 0 0 0 0 0 14

[3] (4] (5] [6] [7] [8] [9] =j

Figure A4 S(ij) for P=9

It is straightforward to write an algorithm that maximizes the short-cut sum
for a given S(ij) matrix. This algorithm must generate S(ij) for all partitions of P
where (j-i)>2. Execution time grows rapidly with P, and it is inappropriate to
execute for the values of P we wish to examine.

The sum of all path lengths may be determined by adding T(i), for i from 1 to P.
A closed-form expression for it is:

UP)=P3_ p (A7)
3

The exhaustive algorithm was run for values of P from 6 to 33. The optimal set of
solutions was always found to be composed of contiguous short-cuts. Within the
optimal set, at least one element was composed of a short-cut pattern that started at
node one and finished at node P.

A Continuou3 Model of the Linear Network

The difficulty in finding the optimum short-cut pattern for large P suggests an
analytic approach based on a continuous model. To make the system of equations
tractable, we convert the formula tbr S(sj) into a form incorporating the shortcut
length.

SGi,i+x)=2i (P--4i-x+ )(x- 1J), for x-2. (A8)
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Experience gained from the exhaustive algorithm suggests that the model
concern itself only with contiguous short-cuts, as in Figure A5. The initial short-cut
begins at node 1 and ends at node (1 + x); the second short-cut begins at (1 +xJ) and
ends at (1+xl+x2); etc. This determines a system with one variable for each
short-cut.

1 1+Xj I +X1 X2 P

Figure A5 Contiguous short-cuts

If Sp(.):R-R represents the savings from a system of one short-cut, with P nodes,
beginning at node 1 and with domain x a real, we generalize and ScpN)(.):RN.-R
represents a system of N short-cuts, with the domain of x a vector <x 1 , x2, ... , XN>.

The formuia for S,p,N, is the sum of N applications of S(i,i+x), once for each
shortL-cut:

S(1,1 +x 1)=2 (P-x1 Xx1- 1).

5.- l/ ± (A9)

S(1+X 1  +... +x. 1,+x 1+... +x.)=2(1+ i*-xk)(P- i x~(,1), for 2: -Si S. ( 9

A=I k=1

The resulting system is:
N (A 10)

S(P,N) (< X,...,N >)= S(I + x +.+ Xi~ + X +.+ Xi)

i-I

with the restrictions:

X1,x ... , 2 and l+xx+.. +xN!P.

To be meaningful, no short-cut can have length less than two; this places an upper
limit on the number of allowable short-cuts (P-I)/2. To determine which pattern of
short-cuts yield3 a nearly optimal pattern for a given P requires that Sppj, be
maximized for each j. It also must be determined which j yields the overall
maximum, j = 2, ... , (P-1)/2.

Each system forj-3 superposes j-1 cubic terms and one quadratic term. They
are not, in general, unimodal. We expect many local maxima. This system was
presented to the unconstrained nonlinear minirnization algorithms of Shanno and
Phua [Shannol and More and Cosnard [More].

The behavior of the algorithms was not as good as the author had hoped,
confirming the suspicion of many local maxima. Shanno and Phua's algorithm
allowed the user explicit control over the search region for each xj and was found to
be the most useful. The algorithm was run iteratively overj for each P, and P was
varied over the range of 33-,b12. Equipartitio:ning the distance (P-i) among the
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ahort-cuts seemed to produce a local maximum at each j-= 2, ... , (P-1)/2. The
algorithm identified the number of short-cutsj at which max S(pj, was largest.

Equipartitioning presumably represents one of many local maxima for Spj,. It
is not a global meximum, and better solutions almost certainly exist where the xi are
properly constrained. This suggests an approach to the integer valued problem for
large P. A short-cut length L(P-I)/iJ, for optimumj as determined by the algorithm,
should produce a solution that approximates the ideal solution in the continuous
system. Intuition 3uggests that the remainder be absorbed by placing short-cuts of
length FiP-nj'l toward the center. By analogy with Equation Al, this produces an
average expected hop count of:

P-i
H=-- + -1 (All)

j 3
The decision to equipartition brings us back to the simpler model for the ring
network. Differentiating and solving for the minimum,

j--v'3(P-1I).

To check whether the assumption concerning the integer solution was true, the
suggested algorithm was programmed. For an integer equipartitioning at the
optimum number of short-cuts j, the ratio of total path length without short-cuts to
total path length with short-cuts is displayed in Graph A4. Graph A5 displays a
curve approximating the optimal j, as a function of P. Over the range examined,
this curve agrees closely with the optimal j derived from Equation All. It can be
seen that, for linear point-to-point networks, the addition of a second cable allows us
to decrease the average hop count by factors of 2.4 to 7.1 over the range of nodes 33 to
512, respectively.

Of interest is the difference between the integer equipartitioned result and the
true integer optimum. This is known only for P up to 33. For P from 16 to 33, the
difference between integer equipartitioning and the optimal integer solution did not
exceed 5 percent. It seems safe to conclude that equipartitioning provides a nearly
optimal result.

Extension by Composition

An obvious objection to these results is the restricted topology imposed on the
network. It is difficult tc construct 'intcresting' networks when restricted to a single
cable. However, more complex topologies may be constructed by composition. A grid
network is composed by laying a series of parallel linear network segments, which
are interconnected by laying another series across the former. By applying
optimization to each linear segment independently, the average hop count for the
grid is reduced. Other topologies are of course possible.
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